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ABSTRACT

- An apparatus and a procedure were developed for precise measu-en t of

- . the mixed electrode potential, Interface resistance, and Interface

-C- j capacitance of a corroding metal surface in the presence of polarizing

current. The method was used, together with special instruments for

measuring corrosion continucusly, to obtz.n data from which quantitative

"" - local cell polarizatlon diagrans could be corstructed. Studies were

made on mild steel corzoding freely In oxygen-free salt water at pjI 4 - 6,

-. _- S• and on thIs electrode in the presence of several different types of

corrosion inhibitors. Local cell polarization data for the Inhibited

- surface were covpared to those of the uninhibited surface, and certain

"conclusion: were drawn regarding the cechanim- by which inhibitors function.

.-
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A.

INTRODIMfC1M

J ne mechanism of corrosion of metals in contact with electrolytes has

been established as an electrochemic~al one for r.oary years. Since tha

time that the electrochemical theory aas first proposed, the most widely

used and revealing nethod for stu,yIlz- t.he el',ctrical behavior of an

electrode in solution has been the zeasurement of the electrode potential

as a function of polarizing current. Polarization data resulting fron such

easurem-.nts are usually presented in the for= of curves which may be

*0" analyzed In order to draw certain conclusions about the effect of variables. -'-

The utility of these polarization curves in the study of corrosion Inhibitors

is based on the fact that under the proper conditions their slopes can be

Sclues to interpretation of the mar.ner in which inhibitors interact with

the m-etal surface. At best, however, this type of polarization curve (i.e.,

potential vs. applied current) can give only an indirect indication of the

true st.-te of polarization on the surface. As pointed out by Wears and

Brown (Ref. 1), the polarization characteristics of the local cells, rather

than those of the surface as a .hole, -st be determined before a definitive

picture of the metal-solution interface can be constructed.

Local cell polarization data, when available and properly presented, are

invaluable for the elucidation of the --echanism of corrosion and corrosion

inhibitor action. The rates of c-ar.ne of local anode and cathode potential

with local cell current indicate wich electrode process is controlling

the corrosion rate, and changes in these rates of change may be attribated -

to adsorption of substances at the metal-solution interface. In addition,

the local cell current correspondir-g to the point where the polarized

V
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potential difference between anode and cathode areas be-omes zero Is%

equal to the limiting corrosion current, and this value Is determined by

the Slop., of the potential functions for local anodes and cathodes. Thus, _______

aknvwledg* of the local cell polarizathom ca'rves permits onie to account -

for observed corrosion b#el.jv~or more or less completely.

Unfortunatoly, however, local coll polarization data are very difficult________

and timui ccimu-nlng to measure by mathods which have been available to woirkers

In thils field In the past. Primarily for this reason the appearance of

* ~experimontally determlnod local cell polarization curves In the literature is

* j rare, der.pitQ 'he, unquestioned Interpretative value of such data. That

work which hat beenn reported pertains to galvanic couples or other special

configur.ationta in which the anode area Is distinct ard separate from the

cathodo area, thus permitting certain simrplifications of techniqrue. To the

knowledge nf the aujthors of this report, nc quantitative l.ocal cell polariza- S

tion d.ita havb heretofore been reported for a corrod'.g. mixed electrode on

which locil ine'des and cathodes are relatively small and are randomly

distributed.

The tmzln objective of the work described herein was to determine quantitative

local coll dit4 for one such mixed electrode. To facilitate the making of

* the required M-is-re-ments, two new methods for me-asuring corrosion rates

* I continuously wore enployed. These were (a) The Corrosc-meter, an Instrument

576-tem which moat.ures loss of metal (anodic corrosion) directly without

having to rieiwov "he specimen from the solution; and (b) a continuous

' I ~hydrogen gis A4n~lyzer of high sensitivity, which permits following the rite 6 0

of cathodic j-educticon of hydrogen ions in the solution. Witthout these two

instrurentS it would not have been possible to cbtz.-n the data reported here.

* ¶ vi
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"ill Secondary objectives of the work were twofoldt (a) to determine the effect -9..

of certain corrosion Inhibitors on the local cell polarization curves; and

(b) to derive from the data a further insight Into the mechanism of

corrosion and of corrosion Inhibition. Analysis of the local cell curves

obtained In the presence of corrosion Inh~oltors should show whether the

obsered effects are due to changes in open circuit potentials of local

half-cells, to increased rate of change of EMS produced by local cell current,

to increased interfacial resistances, or to soze cc-rination of thest _lements. 0

'�This infor•ztion in t-jn wo-Id allou more definite answers thaln have been

heretofore available to such qtrestions as: (1) Is the inhibitor adsorbed

preferentially on local anc-des or local cathodes; (2) Have the basic electrode

processes been altered by the inhibitor, or have the reactive areas been

reduced witrYout being essentially changed; and (3) How has the relative

dist- bution of corrosion current been chang, i.

". .The raain bd- f this report is divided into four parts. Patt I developes
TheI "ai -da Lta

" certain f,-nd•a-ental concepts necessary for a clear understanding of

polarization data- This basic exposition was consideredJ necessary because

of the presert a=biguity a,-:3 lack of a3reement wh1ich may be found in the

"existing literature on pelaiizaticn phenomenon as it relates to the corrosion

process. Part 2 describes the apparatus and rethods used to obtain the data

for construction of prlarization diagrans. Part 3 presents the numerical

results obtained, and Part 4 discusses the;e results. The discussion Is

devoted to pcinting out '.he various emnperical relationships that are evident

frum the -4ata and to those interpretative contents that are supported by the

-. limited ac-cunt of data available. A more exhaustive theoretical analysis

would be be-yond the scope of this work.

* - -
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PARI I. THEORY AND BACr°- r-M

1.1 It Is generally recognized that th.. correslon of Iron (or steel) in

acid solutions is art electrochemical process In which metal dissolves at -" .--. '-

relatively anodic points and hydrogen ions are reduced to hydrogen at

relatively cathodic points on the metai surface. The anodic ar?as undoubtedly

exhibit a variety of electrode potentials within a certain range of vaiues. t . -

and the same may be said for cathode areas. To assist in the analysis of

Sthis distributed electrode activity, it is convenient to lump all a,.odes

together and assitn an average'value of anodic potential, EA, and of * 0
-nterfaclal resistance, RA. The, same may be done for the cathodes giving

a lumped cathodic potential EC, and resistance c.z(l )
o I

1.2 For the hypothetical case in which no net current flows at the anodes,

=:- • the potential difference across the metal-solution Interface would be

"EA = (EA)L the so-called "open-circuit* potential of the anodes. If no

. net current were flowing at cathodes, the measured potential there would

*-; . be EC = (EC)o, the "open-circult 3 potential of the cathodes. However, In all ________

caf-- where corrosion occurs, some current does flow at anodes or cathodes or

both. The respective potentials then are no longer equal t jEA)o (F09),

* ,* and are said to be "polarized. 8  The rtudy of corrosion phenomenon so often

-. . involves measurement of polarized potentials that certain practical definitions

.- of electrode potential which include IR drops have come into use. The

(I) Electrode potential sy•bols EA and Ec will be used in this report to
designate true EYF's, and are intended to incluCe both activation energy * S •

* effLts and diffusion or concentration effects. Resistance syzmbols R.
"and RL will be used to designate that potUion of any change of potential
drop across an interface that varies li-early with current. According to
the tneory of electrode reactions, aA and EC, and to some extent RA and .RC,

- are functions of the respectiv- current densites.
- I-

I- f -.- S:..:-.
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followlng discussion Is intended to distinguish betbctr. several of these

za they relate to the present research.

*1.2 If som net anodic: current. IA- f lows (_ urreat floIn fio loc1

anoder Into th~e solution), th.e average pote--tia difference across the

lnterf;:e at aiodlt points will be

s~tl~a~rPDA =h EA * IARA (ai~iI

Sliilalyihe a etcathodic current, IC, flows (current from solution

to the cat'aodes) the averace potential differene across the interface at

cathodic poiats will be

PDC=EC - I& (Equation 1)

Z EquatIw~s I and 2 c~onstitute the deflnitions ~the *polarlzeed local anode

potentialO and t-he zpolarized local cathoie ptential't that %ill be u;sed

.-n this re*port.

1.3 Irn~iv~dja' aiý and zathtode potentials arm somewhat trypothetical for

*steel unerg-or.; corrosion In acid solution, izasmch as local cell activity

Is distributed randacnly over t~he surface. Fzr this case, the no-tur-e of thei

electrode potentlal =ay be analyzed as Uol~s 1-,z !-, assilamed that the

resistanz-e t-rouvl the elect oylte Is negligible vke cc~pared to RA 4kR

(a valid ass =ticn thlen ccr~osicn Is uniftor. ac- local cells ;re close

together), then the electroch'em~ical behavior cfthe ccrrodirg metal surface

may be represtented by a sir-ple equivalent c1.=;it such as -Lhat- shcmn In

*Figure 1. A=cerd~ing týD this picture, the loc-al ~--.cde potenti.al and local

cathode ;ctentlal are each polarized to the sevalue at the s !utlon side

of the electro'che-i Cal 1eorndary layer (PoInt P. Ficare 1). Thujs, the

potentlal differerce between P aml H, Figm-e 1, is givvn by

2
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"EA * IARA EC - iCRC P~p (Equatioa 3)

The potential difference expressed 'by Equatlon 3 is the so-called Oixed

"electrode potential,* and is the potential difference that will be

m!easured between the corroding mE.al and any reference half-cell located .-.- -

In the surrounding elect-nlyte, after the total potential difference has : -

been corrected for any IR drops due to flow of current through the electro- -

V... ,lyte as a whole. These remarks together with Eqc-ation 3, serve to define , -

* the Opotentialu of a mixed electrode for the purpose of this report.

4|• 1.4 Another concept of the mixed eleitrode potential appears In the litera- .

ture, and sho-ld be clearly differentiated from the above. See authors

-.. prefer to consider the potential to be a function only of the Instuitaneous

* values of EA, RA, EC and RC. The definino equation Is

EA + ILRA EC - iLRC = PDL (Equation 4)

where

IL = c , EA.I:: ::
RA + RC t-quation 5)

". PDL will be referred zo as the "reduced mixed potential. -:..
% * %** o 'a...

-*' 1.5 The definitions of the two types of mixed electrode potentials given .-

bi Equatirns 3 and - -re general, and are valid whether or not current Is

. -. f•lcng to cr from the corroding surface frrm an external source. Mhen no

*'• such current Is flo•ing, iA = iC = iL, and Equations 3 and 4 become identical. -. -

*. In this case no problem arises from using the two concepts Interchangeably.

_.| aimhn current Is flcwing to or frot a re=ote electrode, iA I 1C i 1 L, and 0

"so PDp and PDL diverge accordingly.

3
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1.6 In the region where PDp and PDL are distinct, d-e to the effect of

polarizing current at the interface, a simple relationship between the

two potsntials is provided by the circuit analogy discua.ed In Section 1.3.

Referring to Figure 1, It nay be shown (See Appendix A) thats

., L ! P, XRf (Equation 6)

where 1- Is the absolute value of the polarizing current, and R1 Is the

interface resistance in the path of Ixt thus AL_

f R .4 - RC

RA 4 RC (Equation 7)

The plus sign in Eqcration 6 applies to anodic polarization; the ninus

sign to cathodic polarization.

1.7 The argu=ent has been advanced (e.g.. Ref. 2 and 3) that the potential

designated as PDL Is a Opure3 potential Inasmuch as PDL presumably contains

no IR dr.Np due to polarizing current. According to Equations 3, 4, and 6, *

each is a cconpiex mixture ef EM~s and IR dzopc, and neitther should be

referred to as Opure.- Thus. the designation of PDp and PDL as Upotentlals -

4' is less a matter of accuracy than of practical convenience.

1.8 Both PDp and PDL deserve attention In a study of local cell polarl7a-

"tlon anid corrosion. The fcrz-er Is scmeiwhat nore useful in a practical

sense, In that It Is more sensitive to filn resistance and corrosl-en current.

The latter has so-ei-hat =ore fundamental significance, reflecting only ý -

local half-cell EVY's and electrode resistances as they may be affected by

adsorption and desorpticn at tIte Interface.

1.9 The eleitrochemical behavior of a corroding metal-soltion interface

may be presen ed graphically by means of so-caile, polarizaticn diagrams

(Ref. 4 and 5). t. 1, desired to distinguish be'.•.•n two different kinds

4 .
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ofdiararens. wohkicndar ofte diotramearle Idenrutified and bth haveteraen con-

pi corroin ea shalltem stdiesIgnae the prxedsoent ia wokolnthartatwos

1.1v0 &-andste solitler shatallteivaed thcaolalcell polarization dt a

daraemetho Thed Ine tis aeplort ofs thoen tioedisplttalys the caainafrrem

plot ofirl foamlia wtpolaiato acenovno.

1.prsse Arc hypetrol orcthetia lte(local cell)plrzto diagram is shwanFgr

oflclajcanode loand1 cathod poaized potentials, lospcaielly.

Thusreste twot kinds ofe deagribes arecinstrelyb and bioth 1aebend cr-______

peied f 1 .eac syster studied in theprsent woarkz foren thactual asystem

1.10n eauser sod Wlittl ue qatit atied loalcllpolarizoatio ed dataehstials____

-: bcorresportdn no u-nifr cetl curfts presending t the data ep has bendvloped.l

Thel petolarszdtion aothdIs repor was chSeen Setoo d1spla the datarintasor

noteftirelyt fili(a) aboth areizantionl wihe! ndoz f enon. Ian 2

1.11 Ah hpothenticals locb)alcel poareizantioal diagra isA shand in asdfined

Tuteetolnsaedsrbdreieyby Equation~s 1 and 2,
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1.12 These same two equations show that when IA = 0, PDA = (EA)O, the

.open circuit' potential of the anodes; and when ic = 0, PDC = (Ec)o,

the *open circuit' potential of the cathodes. These two open circuit

potentials are fundamental parameters in the analysis of polarization

bvhivlor. and thus the experimental set-up should be arranged to reduce

IA and i(; to zero if possible.

1.13 W•.en the anodes are distinct aid separated from the cathodes, as In

some galvanic cells, It is possible to vary the cell current by means of

an artificial resistance inserted in the metallic path. Anode and cathode

potentials may be measured on separate and distinct areas, and the curves -.-

=ay then be drawn izmediately from expezimental data. Most local cell - -

data reported in the literature has been obtained using such separable anodes -

and cathodes (Ref. 6. 7, 8, 9).

1.14 On the other hand, when anodes and cathodes are of microscopic ;ize

j and are close together on a single corroding surface (such as they are

O* during acid corrosion), the only practical way to vary IA and It Is to

_.p=,ress current from an external s=Jrce. When the test surface is made

cathodic with respect to the i=pressed current, iA is reduced; when the test

surface made anodic, iC is r-.Euced. (See Arpendix A)
* _•

1.15 As specified In Section 1.11, local cell polarization curves consist

of individual polarized potentials defined by Equations I and 2. Individual

anode and cathode potentials carnnot be distinrgJished on a mixed electrode,

however, so they mist be deternincd indirectly. Only the nixed potc,.ials .•

PDp of Equation 3 can be me-asured opposite the mixed electrode. A co-parison

6 -7
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the equilibrium corrosio-n rate. Similarly PD~ will equal PDC

o !- Ic C• I Thus- ihe anodic branch of the diagram Is determined by
-Catr.

cathodic polarization, an~d thp cathodic branch is determined by anodic

polarization.

1.16 PAcscrding to the above analysis, the two experimental variables

which iaist be measured are (1) the net anodic or cathodic current flowing________

*at the surface, and (2) the mixed potential lp-)~ During cathodic polariza-

tica the net anodic current 1 A is propaz-tional to the rate of loss of

metal. This rate data may be obtained by weight loss zeasurements, as has

been reported (Ref. 1). However, weight loss methods were considered too

cuberscme- for the type of experim-erts planned. A continuous measure of

anodic dissolution was hichly desirable. At the time thaL this work was

first proposed (19541) a -e-thod for following the corrosion rate of steel_________

in acid solution continuc-usly by means of hydrogen gas analysis had been

developed (Pef. 10) and- was being used In this laboratory. Hydrogen Is

generated by the cath dic re:in, and thus is a direct Ceasure of anodic

current only in the absence of !=pressed current. Mien irpressed current

is flewir-ng, the ano-dic current (Iqk) =ay be calculated- fron the values of

the i-7pressed current (Il) an~d the total cathodic current OiH) calculated

from the rate of hidrc-,en evolution. The equation Iss

*iA I H ix (Eqzuation 8) --

7.



1.17 Thring arodic polarization, net cathodic current Is measured directly
by i~, i.e., ic = ip*, and thus the continuous hydrogen analysis technique

could be used to measure local cell currents for both !--arches of the

polarization diagram. This experimental approach was tl.e one outlined in

the original proposal for contract work.

1. 18 Bet.ween the tine that the proposal was submitte-i a;-- th- time work

was begun, a second and more u .xVersally applicable me•-d for measuring

corrosion current continuousiy had been developed (Ref. I!)-. This method

follows the change in electrical resistdnce of a me-a1:c secimen, and

thus gives a direct Indication of the loss of metal fzin_ the surface. This

data may be used to calculate the total anodic curr--e, i1. This data can

"also be used to calculate IC resultirng from anodic po!=1zation by means

of a relation similar to that of Equation 8, nanelyz

ic=IM - Ix (E~-ation 9)

The data so obtained could then be used to check that f.c hydrogen evolu-

.- tion. After certain minor problems of application had _-een wcrked 0-t, the

resistance retod proved auch si.--pler to use and =tre _sllable than the

hydrogen analysis m•ethod. Therefore, all arodic rate d--ta were -measured

by the resistance technique ratner than bi use cf -- : 8. Both methods

were used at different times to neasure the cathodiz --- rent.-

1.19 The measure--ent of =ixed potentials in the pres-e cf i=pressed

current presents certain expermna problems. The pctential difference

measured In any practical arrangem-ent will include M dr--os due to I1 that - -.-

have no relation to the desired polarized potential. _ierring to Figure 1, .

- -.- - -°
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I the potential difference between 3 an! 9 will be, In gencral(

P = PDý r.IR. (Equation 10)

of, substituting for MpD from Equationi 6: ________

PDJ PDL Ixaf ~I,'s=P!L4 (Rf Rs) (Equation 11)

*Accord-Ing to Equation 10, P1p cay be calculated rom PI~j if the term

I .1R. can be evaluated. Similarly, Eqiaticn 11 shows that PDL may be cal-

culated frc. . PD if the ter. ..(R. Q .) can be evaluated..

1.20 A nucer of techn&i.Tues have benused by other workers to measure

*pl-arized potentials in the presence :,f ..- o s w bed current. Some are

dresined to elininate the undesired 1R drczs more or less automatically.

S C'rdners are designed to evaluate the resistances so that the IR terms may

be deducted alebraicallv. S ne reth:d of the for"nr type that has been

" devised fcr working with relatively larce extraneous IR drops is known as LO -- _

uePearson Erridge (Ref. 12). This bridge has been used with certain varia-

ti"ns f. r a nub er of poarizati- n sv dies relating to the action of corrosion -

*I nhibitorc (Ref. 13 ard 14). Holler lfllf 9) raodified the original circuit

e~used a scoz-ewhat differer~t t ic~;_z te study galvanic couples. Holler's

tecnicrie was adtpted for use in the present work because it was designed t-

- • :eli-inate the t hr e 1%Rf + R.) fro t. reasured potential in a single opera-, -

""-"on and thus permit a relatively "cle "eternInation of PDT. The details of " S -

Z this zethod3 are presented in Part 2-.

1-21, Wthods involving shor.-pprld Interruption of polarizing current

=evs. i5, i6, 17, 18, 1;) were ccsýdered, bit were rejected for the Foll0win _-."_._-_.

:eascns. F~irst, the electronic iinstruce-ntattion required for best results

diusing tnese a!etaods is ccaplex an. i- have been dif• cult to maintain .

in proper oer3ting conditions.

. -.
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S. Second, the widely distributed electrical system resultin9 fro the contimmn"-s

flow of brine (Ref. 20) would have severely limited frequency response of

the network, and with It the rapidity with wiaich the current could be

switched on and off. And third, the Interpretation of the dat- utvld have

-. been difficult in view of the apparent lack of agreement between results

"cbtzined under even ideal conditions by workers In this field.-

1.22 A third experimental approach Involves measurement of the cell con-

stants using alternating current techniques- Potentials are t corrected

for resistive terms by calculation. This approach has the a&:a-tage that

m=easurements may be =ade without raking any abrupt changes in the D.C.

polarizing current.

"1.23 Cne of the earliest workers to use alternating current f t• this rurpose

was Reichenstein (Ref. 21), who determined the equivalent of F-_ and C.

Figure 1, and then subtracted the term iRf from the potential difference

measured in the presence of polarizing current to get the =trus-6 potential.

S�3Many years later Wohr (Ref. 22) used superimposed A.C. to ad-,an.trre, and

recently Shaw and Remick (Ref. 23) and Haup;.n (Ref. 24) have =d illuninating'

escillocraphic studies using alternating current at a metal-scL--i-n inter-

f-ce. Results obtained substant-ate the m-odel of the interfac-e as presented

in Fig-ire 1. Me, method appeared to be well suited to the ty-e of work

plartned for this project, and eventually proved to be the oni• •e which .

enabled the desired measurements to be made.

100
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PAPZ 2. APPARATUS AND) PPDCEIa3S . 0 ..

2.0 The overall apparatu~s used to obtain the polarizatlcn data Is shown

as a block diagram In Figure 3. A description of the Individual =nIts

is given below. . * 0 0

2.1 Soluti.cn Suryly

2.1.1 Solutions were made up In 10 gallon glass bottles fitted with a

soluticn. cutlet tube and a gas Inlet tube terminating in a sintered glass .

dispersion disc. Carbsn dioxide, cc~erciax rmediral grade. was used with- .-

Lcut additional purificatioan to purge salutions free cf air.

2.1.2 Corrosive solution was pa-ped cut of the stzrage battles and through

the re-mainder of the f low system by means of a f ing-er-type cump which

forced liqid tegh flexible tubing by a peristallic actlon.(l) Solution

then flow.ed th-recvg glass coils irr-ersed In a the=-"stated glycerine bath,0 0

by ve-1ch ;-t was bro'-vght to the desired temperature. Gas released from

solution -,pon heatingi was vented to the atmosphere after the heating bath.

* ~Solution then lr d into the bottom of the test cha~ber, rose past the

test electrcde, arJ cverflowead near the top of t±.e cham!ýr.. wen oil was - -.-.

used along with the water solution, it was preparzed a7-4 delivered to the - .

* test cha;-ber In the same marnner..

2.2 Test C>*abers

2-2.1 7w-- different types of test chanbers were used during the work. The

* i first to be used-- was a qlass cylinder, 8 inches tall a"- 5 Inches In dia-

meter, having- an internal volume of 2 liters (See Fic-.re 4). The test

electrcde was '.icated on the axis of the cylipder, while the auxiliary

(1)Si~~cr~-.;: Si.amotor, 1--c-. Mlddlepo-rt. New York

p -Abu"
* -7.-
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electrode was In the forn of a partial cylinder which completely surrounded

the test ele:trode and was located just inside the wall of the chamber.

A porous cylinder was placed between the inner and outer electrodes to

--. prevent the mix'nc of Sases from the cathode and anode processes, and to

" :limit mixing of tht, electrolytes. The connecticn from the reference half-

.-__, cell entered through a port half-way up the side of the chamber, passed "

through a hole in the auxiliary electrode, and terminated in the solution -

between this electrode and the porous cylinder.

2.2.2 Liqu-id and gas entered from a special pre-ixing chamber attached

to the bottc• of the test chamJber. This premixing device centained a

rotary mechanical stirrer driven by a motor locatei beneath the unit, and

was fitted with inlets for brine, oil, one or more gases, and one or more -

hypodermic needles used to inject chemical Inhibitors into the flow stream -

irm-ediateIy prior to contact with the electrode. This premixlng chamber

was attached to the glass corrosion cell by means of an 0-ring seal, whereby

it could be --ickly detached for cleaning and inspection.

2.2.3 Electrical leads to the electrodes were brcucht cut of the top of

the corrtsion cham!ber through gas-tight bushings sealed in a removable

cover plate. This plate also carried the gas outlet tube from the central

electrode space. .

2.2.4 The second type of test chamber used was of the 9ds shape, with one

of the electrodes in each of the two vertical tubes (See Figure 5). Each

* vertical tube was 2 i,'che. In diameter and 10 in:hes tall with an Internal

volJe of 510 ml. The corrnec cing tube was one inch in diameter, and con-

tained a plug of glass wool.

12
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* 2.2-.5 Pie sa--e premi~xing chamoer as describ*-d a"-- e was used to Int-o:Iuce

fluids into the r~ght-hand arm cew'.taining *the test electrode. The ie

- ~ar-- was filled by flow of srZion through the cwr~eneting tube.CLe

rce-ctions were similar to t!%zte of the above-described concentric arran-ge-

v~ent, except that the probe fr-cm the reference Italf-cell entered thr==

-j the tl-,p instead of the side.. ----s !H-cell is -ttevwn In a photogra-a-

Fi gure 6.

2. ______________________________ e~*

2.3-1 The size and shape of --=e tc-zt electrode was varied to suit --he

requirements of different eximns. iring cthrcdic polarization =-s,

- then the o-rrocsczneter (see er~was used to r.easý:re metal loss, the

elec'trode was m-ad-e from sh--. zs:zcc Q.COO cr MOBC inshes thick, was 1AS,

inch-es wide by 3 inches Iong, and had an apparent. exposed area of 5-- sq~cm.

This exposed specimen was Bn ý-7ec-ral part of a transducer (called a w-,rbeO)

rmde for use with the Corrosceter.. Electrical con-nection to the z-lari-Zation *--

ciarcuilt was =%de by tapping =-e cf the five elect-rical leads connMeztinc the

protbe to the ai unit of t'1:~rsmte.SeFc~e 6A.

2.3.2 Dp-ring anodic polerizt= runs, vR-en c-ly hyo-e evolution was

zeas-ured, the tlest electrode was =made fron= a si-x i1'c legth of 1-1/S .nch

O.D. cold drawn steel tubinz, SE; 1C:,O, closed at bo-th ends with a steel -.

*plu, and havingc a 1/4 Ir. h steel 'tube atta:'he-d axially to one ecti

Th-e ex=.csed area was adjustabl--e up to a xrteySO sq-cm., by PaInting

oIVer a prinof the total a.iaiesujrfaze- .-:-e larger surface ar-ea

* ~ ~~as -ezess-arv to obtain suiii~zient hvaicoen ;zas for accurate analysis aithin *_______
a reasonable lencth of time.

13



2.3.3 For special test runs in which metal loss and hydrogen evolution

were measured simultaneously, an eiectrode was constructed by cementing

a 2.5 cm. x 30 cL. strip of 0.002 Inch shim stock to a 6 inch length of

* j 1-1/4 InLh 0.D. Vicarta tubin, In the shape of a spiral. Electrical

.- -leads %ere run through small holes in the wall of the tubing and thence

out of the assembly through the hollow support tube.

-. 4 2.4 Prepar3tion of the Electrode Surface

"" 2.4.1 Test electrode surfaces were prepared for all runs by sandblasting.

IO This process served both to remove deposits left by previous use of the

"elert:=-e, and to provide an active and uniformly etched surface for

experimentation. No other kind of surface treatment, including acid etching,

abrading with sandpaper or emerypaper, and pre-electrolysis gave results

comparable to sandblasting with respect to reprcduceability of potantials

and tize re*zuired for the potential and corrosion rate to become constant

I ~after ir-a.erslon.

2.4.2 The sand used was 200 - 250 mesh, and was especially processed for

use on small objects where maximum effect is desired with a minimum of

metal removed. .easuzement with the Corrosometer before and after blasting,

indicated that good cleaning could usually be obtained with rem..oval of less

-"than l00 microinches of metal from the surface. The effect of wiping the

sanablasted surface with tissue wet with organic solvents, in order to

. remove a small Bm2ount of grease deposited by the sand, was investigated.

O j The result was usually a more erratic behavior than with no wiping at all.

This effect was believed to be due to the presence of organic plastic

coatincs used on the electrodes to mask certain areas and protect electrical

j 14
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connections. The solvents used probably dissolved small am'ounts of the

coatings and spread the polymeric material over the metal surface, where

It was removed only slowly by the action of the corrosive medium. ______

2.5 Exposure Conditions

2.5.1 The exposure conditions used for most of the runs reported here were

as follows:

Flow Rates 100 ml. per minute

Temperature: 600 C. (1400 ..I

Solution: 3% NaCl in Distilled Water.
Acetic Acid-Sodium Acetate . 0
buffer added. Sat'urated with
Carbon Dio -ide.

PHl 4.5 or 5.5, as noted.

2.5.2 The throughput rate of 100 ml. brine per minute used for all the tests . - -

was quite low compared to that found in most industrial systems w-here c!rro---.

sion due to mildly acidic brine Is a problem. Hence, concentration polari-

zation was expected to play a larger part in the total polarization effect " -

observed during these experl=ents than it does in most applicaticns. -he

problems of supplying large voluces of fresh solution for long periods of

"time in the laboratory ru'.ed out throughputs higher than that used. The

velocity of fluid flow relative to the metal surface was higher than would _

be calculated from the rate of throughput, because of the circular gotion

iimparted to the fl-ids in the cha=ber by the impellor. Gbservation of the

" �motion of gas bubbles led to the estimate of 10 to 15 cm. per second for "

the tangential fluid velocity at the surface of the test electrodes. This -

velocity was not great, but resulted In ruhless polarization *-%an wculd

have occurred had the solution been staonant.

15 - - . . . - -
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2.•5.3 The jp range used (4.9 to 5.5) was chosen arbitrarily to fall within

=- .= the weav acid range and yet give a corrosion rate hieh enough to work wi.

An acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer was used to stabilize the PH against _

changes due to (1) loss of C02 in the heating coils through which the

brine passed, and (2) consumption of hydrogen Ion by the corrosion process.

The corrosion rate in this pH range Is relatively low at room temperature,

and so the elevated temperature was used to increase the corrosion rateo,

"and also to increase the rate of adsorption and desorptions reactions at

the metal-selution interface.

2.5.4 Oxygen was scrupulously avoided so that reduction of hydrogen ion

would be the only known cathodic reaction occurring during the corrosion

process. Thus, the rate of hydrogen evolution could be used whenever desired

to measure the rate of corrosion.

2.6 General Procadure Used for Potential Puns

2.6.1 Certain operations =o--on to all polarization potential runs are

described here. Other mare specific operations are -escribed under

individual headings.

2.6.2 Before the electrode surface was prepared, the soluticn supply pump

was started and the test chatber filled with solution at the operating

temperature. Several chamber volumes of solution were put through while

a stream of 00 2 was used to purge the chamber. The electrode to be used

%as "',-., sandblasted ard i--mediately imrersed in the test solution. The

e'-ctrical connections were completed, and the corrosion rate and potential

were followed until the =1tent'.l reading was essentially constant. A drift

16
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of less tban 4 mv' per hour was considered -stant.* After the potentiat

*had been constant for about 30 minutes, t-he szcxce of polarizing current

was connected through the bridge circuit tz tbe cell. and Increasing-

values of current were passed between the tw electrodes.

2.6.3 Three different procedures were used tz dleter=mine the sixei potential

polarization potentials, deper-ding on the bx-'i.t;ar of the system. In one,

referred to herein as Polarization Proce&_re A, the !=pressed curreat was Q__

applied at the desired Intensity and the Potential was fellowed until

constant before recording Its value. Cn- -:he cetential correspond!.ing to

* ~given Impressed current had been measuredi, the current was shut off and

the potential again allowed to become c'sz.The next higher valoe of

Impressed current was then applied and the p=cess repeated. In the second _'NI procedure, referred to as Polarization Pr_-ze:5ue B, each higher value of 1- .

imrse current was applied directly after the prece-eding one. &nd tlme*

was allowed at each current for the Pat-en-L-ei to beco:me constant. Polari-

* zation Procedure C involved measuremnent ci the rcctential as socan as possible

after each new value of impressed current was established, and the pol-?rizing

cretwas shut off after each msrm~ as In Procedure A.

2.6.4 The procedure followed *hen an inphllbltd s-istem was to be tested was

*as follows. The test electrode was set -z as d-escribed abovee a-a' allowed to

come to a constant uninhibited corrosionr~.e zaZ -- tent.~ 0) -.

solution of the inhibitor was then in.5ecte_4 !ýY =eans of the autematic syringe,

* and Injection continued until the corrosi.w. rote was again constant at scm

new value. At least cne hour of exposuire tcz the in-hibitor after tbe Inhibited ~

rate had becoze constant was allowed. it-- ctential neasurezents were then

.1 ~~17- __
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I= carried out as above. All data for Inhibitors apply to measurements =ad*

during contiruous Injection of the irhibltor.

* 2-7 Xp-;aratus for M~easurement of Metal Loss

2.7.1 The apparatus used to measure loss of metal was a Recording Corroso-

=eter.(f) This instrument follows the change of electrical resistance of a

metallic specimen, and produces a chart record directly in units of micro- Z:

- inches ,qf metal lost from the surface. The basic principles of this general

m"ethod have been described fully in the literature (Ref. 11, 5, 2).

2.7.2 The scale of the recorder was calibrated directly in terms of

corrosien current in the fcllowing manner. A probe designed for use with

the Cor!rrosc-eter was first exposed to a neutral solution of sodium chloride - -"

in distilled water which had been freed of oxygen. Ite corrcsion rate was

followed for one hour, during which time no measurable corr.3sion occurred.

A s:cond electrode was then placed in the solution, and current was passed

S| In such a direction that Iron was dissolved from the test elenent surface.

At all current densities up to 2 na/sq. cm. (the highest tested), the metal

-. " loss indi:ated by the Corrosc-meter was within 5% of that calculated from

the current using Faraday's equivalent. This accuracy was considered

entirely adecpJate.

2.7.3 The conversion of anodic dissolution rate to electric current and

"vice versa was done using the foilwing relatio.s.hip (for mild steel):

Current (na/c2?) (microinches penetrationAr.) x 1.68 x 10-2

(1) Man-factured by Crest Instrument Conpany, Santa Fe Springs, Californla

-'is
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2.8 Apparatus for Measurement cF . - .- - St!-. !ý

2-8.1 The overall -oparatus for Cw~t!=Dus m-easurement cf hydrogen gas
frog a corroding e~lectrode has beer. described in the literature (Rnef. 10).

Mhe essential com-ponents of the a,-aratus a-re (a) a sc..me cf sweeping gas,

(b) a netmork of valves for dire:tin'g vhe oases, (c) a lban-ai Conductivity

(T.C.) measuring device, and (d) a reccrding tilv~m~ o give a

permanent record of the outpit -f the 3veasuring device. -

2.8.2 The con-ponents jsed for the w-ork were the samze as ttzse described In

Ref- 10, with the exception of the re~rigmliotee.A Brown

6½ "Electronik' ?Aodel 163, range 0 - 103 -v- D.C. wac used f-rz the woric reported
here. Shen the output from the T-C. device exceeded 10 w-, a 10,000 Chm(l)

voltage divider was placed between the T.C. cell and the reczrder. Cperation ____________________

of the recorder was satisfactory uhen :-* counected, even th~ct.- working from 6 0

an output Impedance considerably bhexr than rc en ias the rate of

change of 11nput voltage was low.

* ~~~2-8-3 The con-uersion of hydrccen e.-utc rate to elect~lz Current was 0 6

* ~done using the following relatimmsýp:!=*

1.0 x102 c.H 2 (at =z-)J7z-.:te~cf surface I- =. a/'c=

* 6 2.9 Electrical Polarizaticn C:-rcultz.y

2.9.1 Two differe-nt circuit arra~onciments were used for ~cpotentia!

=neasurements during the contract p:. '-'e was a ce''-Mz-a:Ic- of circuits

(1) This was the in resistance re:ZL.ired to agive- less tthan LJ% loading
error rhen conner-ted across the c:tof the T.C. cell used.

19 0
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I described by Pears--a (Ref. 12) and Paller (Ref. 9). and was used for

preliminary work uvth di~rect current only. The second circuit was a D.C.-

A.C. imrpedance b:le anA was used for the greater part of the work.

* .2.9.2 The Pear szc-Fc!lier Bridge

2.9.2-1 The frst ci :hese toto circuits is shown In Flare, and Is

-• .- -. ,, .- -

Iessertially the s=-e as that shown in -!Tire 3 of the proposal. R, was a

- jprecision resis-:z:- '.riable frm0 to 10 ohms in 0.1 6.hm stepst R2 was

S22i ohms, 1%; R-, u..s variable from '0::: to 500K ohnm, In 1,00 oh steps.

This arrangeme-it zf R2, ~ R3 was chosen to facilitate compu-tation of the -

value of the cell re~s;stance in the fvzrth arm of the bridge, andtoeri

close balance of t-.e brzidge- without having to make precise adjustments of

-Rl. In Holler's zorloiznzl circuit, all bridge balancing is do-ne using Rl.

In the present wzr:-, it1 was fc-und that the cell resistance was so lcw that

* accurate adJustme-nt of R-l increments cir the order of 0.01 ohm was necessary;

thus .aking .resistances and lead resistances critical. Instead of

."this, RI was se'y te ta-e nearest oh1 , and R3 was used for a fine adjustment.

2.9.2.2 Sliders Fand P2 to-gether with B, provided a %Bria-bie voltage

* source, with ?I a c:arse and P2 a fine adjustment. The resistances of P1

and P2 were 103 zzo 2% oms; and thu~s, the total effective resistance of

ar a) was not i•d e=bri•_=bv af ascted by the pgsi tion of the variable taps of

P1- and P2 . The -e shcw- at P3 opposed that betn ree3 n the test electrode

and the Calome-l cell in the bridge. Potenti.Cmet-er P3 wasa

precision reas-:= :eice used to deter1ine accurately the voltage between

[- _- °. - =
S :'- value of th~t e aed =_usta nce tin=- t=z Pit m fte rde and top2-t-"

20
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I 2.9.2.3 The de ector was Initially a Brown vElectronikg null detector in

serl.es vaith 100KC ohm resistor. The resistor was necessary to avoid excessive

loading of the bridge. This combination gave a maxIA-r sensitivity of

0.1 --y. per millimeter scale deflection, with a zero stability of ± 0.05 =v.-

The oa*erall response time was about 1/2 second. This device was satisfactory ____________

fo7 measurem-ent of slowly changing or constant potentials, but could not be

used wic-th transient voltages. For observation of transient behavior, an

A O'scilloscope was used (Hewlett-Packard Model 130A).

g 2.9-2-4 The corrosion cell itself is shown schematically in Figure 7 connected

J to terminals 3 and E, with the test electzode connected to B. The Calbinet

electrode has its solution junction terminating in the electrolyte surrounding .-

the electrodes, and the other terminal is connected to the bridge at C.

Thus, the C-3lcinel electrode and its internal resistance (R4) form a part of* 6

the lower left arm of the bridge. in series with R3. The Cac-mel electro-de

ma~st pass a small current with negi -l change of potential In this circuit,

and so the unIt was especially constructed to have a large mercury reservoir.

vh ialue of R4 in the uni~t used was measured using an AC impedance bridge,

and fi:u-:7d to be 2400 ohm-s, including the capillary tube. This resistance

I was added to that of R3 , P1, and P2 to give the total resistance between -.-

D and F.

2-9.2.5 The circuitry outside the bridge between termminals A and E was

used to supply a controlled polarizing current to the bridgE. B1 was a

9W volt pack of dry cell batteries capable :.f delivering up to 300 ma. for *
* short intervals with no more than 10 vonlts interval drop. B2 is a battery

with a voltage adjustable to any selecte-i fraction of B1. Resistors r%

21



S- d n th ri for m e at Ix =- 0. -. cf Switch

*" --

-4-

"•8is a i.ariable resistor used to set 1
2C to •n¥ desired value. Switch _

:-- • SI~~ disconn•ects the bridge for •easuirenents at Ix = O. Cperation of Switch "':::

S2 charges 1. by soe selected amount at any point. Swit.-h S3 is used to 7.- --

open the bridge circuit. Chen S3 was cpen. the combinatlon of BI, PI, and - -

- P3 with the Null Detector, comprised a pcten.•imetric voltmeter that was

Sused to measure PD3 .

2.9.2.6 The operation of this circuit duirig a run was as follows. With

switches S1 and 3 open, the electUode was exposed until the reading on

potenti~eter P-3 (Dete,tor at Null) was ccnstant. The zero-impressed-

currert patential was then read on P3 . Switch Sl, was then closed and

resistor R8 was adjusted to pass the desired polarizing current through the
- bridge. The potential at P3 correspondi.. to a ,ull at the Detector was

- oll-wed until cmstint, then recorded as the uncc-pensated value of PDj.
* -- °P.

Switch w3 tai closed and PI and P2 adjusted to bring the detector close to

"K :"=.d-scale on the =rst sensitive scale. The position cf S2 was changed, and

the deflection cf the Detector im-zdiateiy "ollowing the change of ix

noted. S2 was returned to its original pcsition, and afte, the bridge

output was a_•ain ccnstant, the switchir.e -1 S2 was repeated a nuo-ber of

tires between which R3 (and occasionally RI) was adjusted for a =ini•-•m

"initial defl.ct.;-n cf the Detector. When the best positions of R1 and R3

n had been fo-md, F1 and P2 were shifted t,- give a Mlull. The value of PDL

Y.s then read m F3. Thus, two potential readings were •ade at each sett.ng

"•": *~~~f.lx- .. .
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!!. .9i. 3 The D.C .i i.1! IIpdac Bridge

-: - - - -' "-.' -, ,

----------------------------- - - - - - -

• ,.-'- -. -,' -.-.

- a- -"--. - - . % .o*

-2.9.3 The D.C. - A.C. Impedance Brtdg '''-;' ".e

2.9.3.1 The second of the two types of bridge circuitry used was a combina-
. - --. . . .

-•'. tion D.C. and A.C. impeance bridge shown schematically in Figure 8.

Resistors R1 and R2 , and capacitor C1 are components of the circuit assumed - - -..

equivalent to that through which the polarizing current must pass in the

test cell between the tip of the reference electrode junction and the metal
"- "--" I', - ', -

oa the test electrode, i.e., between J and M, Figure 1. The polarization :i -. _

cell Is sh&n within the dotted lines with the test electrode conr.ected to

G, the system ground. The corrod-ng interface plus part of the electrolyte

resistance ccmpri-se the ar, adjacent to the equivalent circuit, while R4  -

plus part of the electrolyte resistance comprise the arm opposite the

equivalent circuit. Resistance R3 copletes the bridge.

. 2.9.3.2 The values of these coz--p*nents depended cn the area of the test

electrode. Two sets of typical values are given in Table I bel-w:

i -Ar-LE I

Typical Valul.s for D.C. - A.C. Bridge

Value For Value For
Apparent Area Apparent Area

4 cc-onent of 5 tol 0cm of 45 to 50 c=2

R1  300 - 3000 obhs 100 - 1000 ohms _-____ -- O

R2 l0 -l 100 ods 5-50 ohms

- 20 - 100I( 20K- lOOK

I R4 500 ohms 100 ohms - "

4 -40mfd 40 mfd

23
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2.9.3.3 The source of D.C. polarizing current consisted of a germianium diode

"rectifier and a two-section L-C filter, operating fre5 the Isolated secondary

winding of a constant voltage transformer. This supply operatcd frcm 115

volts A.C. 60 cycles, and was capable of delivering up to 250 ma. D.C. at

100 volts or above. The current delivered to the bridge circuit was con-

trolled with variable resistor, P8-8 The sum of resistances R8 and R4 was

kept at least 100 times the internal resistance of the polarization cell in

"rder to provide constant polarizing current independent of variations In

cell resistance.

* -2.9.3.4 Aiternating current of L-.ariable frequency was suspplied to the bridge-

by means of an audio signal generator. The output of the generator was

I ccnnected directly to the bridge through blocking capacitor C3- The

amoplitude of the A.C. signal was adjusted by means of the gain control on

* the generator chassis. This arrang-ement permitted up to 10 volts rms. A.G.

signal to be apulIed to the bridge between point P and ground (G).

2.9.3.5 An cscill-oscope was connected so that its horizontal axis input

was connecteh r to the junction of 2an- 23. Resistors 26 and R7 were found

Ikuseful to slea res, a certain a lesunt of high frequency noise which otherwise

*- °

decreased the accuracy of bridge adJustments. The input impedance of theI scope was I ne-,clim on each axis, so 26and 27 introduced only abo-ut 10%

loss on sicna. amplitude.

2.9.3.6 Ficure 9 shows the arrangement of D.C. potential recording and

l 2 . Atindicating instrurtrents used with the impedance bridge. P2 was a recording

byivo•etns er-aotentiometer (s) ge irth full scale equal to 10 = w. A special

(1) o rcwn t e lectronik, thebnn.eapde t-Honeywell Regulator Co.

4 -
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"in-rut circuit was suppliad by the manufacturer to present an Input

Impedance of about 50,00V ohms, allowing the Instrument to be u-sed In -

relatively high resistance circuits withorut loss of sensitivity. This

relorder was used In series with the adjustable bucking voltage generated

by BI, R1 , R2 , and P 1 to record variations in the test elect;-ode potential. -.

Potentiometer r3 was a mcanually operated precision potentio-metric volt-

meter used to make accurate measurements after the potential had becoe _ ..
|ii ~con.stant. "-

2.9.3.7 Operation of the above circuit during a polarization run was as

follows. With switch S1 ope, and audio signal input at zero, the electrode

is exposed under t!est conditions until the potential PDj was constant, as

indicated by the recording potentiometer P2 . Fig-ire 10. Switch SW1 , Figure

10, was shifted to Manual, and FD. was measured using P3 . To determine __-.

resistance and capacitance, the probe voltage fro= the Corrosometer was

shut off, and a 50 cycle A.C. signal was i=pressed on the bridge to give

20 mv. peak to peak at the oscilloscope. The scope controls were set so

that both horizontal and vertical inputs were displayed, and at the same

gain. In general, the pattern was an ellipse with its major axis tilted to

the horizontal. RI, PR2, and R.3 were then varied to reduce the pattern to a

_ Osingle straight line and to set the angle of tilt at 450. During these

adjustments it was found convenient to hold C1 constant. The frequency of

the A.C. signal was then changed to 20 cps., the adjustment of RI, R2 and

R3 repeated to return the pattern to a 45,0 line, and the values of the

variable resistors recorded. The above procedure was repeated at each

value of Ix chosen for the run. Between each point where A.C. impedance

25
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reaS:~e=-2nts were made. the audio frequency signal was turned Off and the

* ~oten:3.A and corrosion xate were measured as descilbed abnve.

I ~ ~~~~2.9.3-9 The following relationships were used to caluat tevleso

R-Z7- from the datE obtained by means of the bridges

Rf RI - R4  tEviation 12)f R3
ICf - R3. (Eqaation 13)

R2- R___ (qa+-~

I Pt~ P~j4 l~ 5 (E crain 10') L4

F* P ! Ix (Rf RS~) (Equiation III)

0~ L o



PARTi 3.RSUT

3.1~' Genra Remrk

3~~~~~~~.1.1. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .coditiosan

3.1.1 obtrindurng the earlyustaoe of thes ftiyaot thtest prcondesiticonsiaded

then edeturicag ctrcuitrly wsdor mare ofcteneial Intesresets anere sodecified

aindustria taf tater. Thn odrato copf ithrogptwslwrta that obevdueasofted for

,3 etcorroding surac. erti chanese ionprcdurens esulte inur da re thqtires

an. odich diferent furomg thastimetaned thereteousy Forif tiscreason, wthev

dnratastined dupringe thrent evoutin ofthe finaltroewst preovedufres iscosierd______

S50 uetionab3l.er and ut dis not prsetephre.ibl heanrteltess amont~ of cronater.

tionsade dur ing thfe earl th orktenil ofogeeralingthers and arte soldesciben

fro3.1.2 Intial. dexrients wee carried out usiont solutions made wthe oeta

* lb-ater wribening aonuy the sac. pe r inte.s hean cahdicsturredt wase wapsie

tot:~elctoe oroin ndrthsecndtin, e~rl orswrereure7



substituted for ta; water in the solution. No further trouble firm this

. . source was obser-ed.

m 3.1.3 The effect ci the pH and the flow rate of the solution on the time 0

required for the ccte•tial to become constant - after applying pnlari:lng

current - was iM--estigated. it was found -that the lcmer the 0 ard the

higher the flow rate, the =mre quickiy the potential reached each new S0
const.nt value. ktch of the exploratory work was :ari -- ed cut at pH 5.5

and at a flc-w of 2 l =I. per minute. These cwc. - were chi.ced to p -4.5 -

and flo of IOD =I. per minute for all the w-ork d-e with the D.C. - A. C.

impedance bridme-

3.1.4 Initial ex;-?ri-ents were carried cut using th c.centz-i electrode

arrangem~ent (Se rigure 4). Three different -a-terials were tried as the

auxiliary electr-de- A Type 2Z4 alloy steel screen. a-ceared to worrk

satisfactorily, 1-t was discontinued hen. it was ft- that the electrical

resistance of the test speci_-en decreased rather than re•aining constant

when sufficient cathodic, current was passed to stl--n all loss of me-tal.

This behavior uas Interpreted as indicating that rL-t-allic ions, diss-lved

off the alloy screen by the a-odic current there, we diffusing through

the porous divide- and were bei.ng reduced m the test electrode surface.

3.5.5 A piece .=1 -m'id steol zhim stock was subst+_:med as the -uter

electrode. No st---cus di.ffJiuties r'ere experri.-e- xth this atrl

"However, the cm.centration of dissolved iron i.n b-th ccm-marte--•nts.f tf e cell

"" was arich higher than desirable xhen both electrodes w-ere =i6 steel. 't

was felt that "-e l:.--h Iren concentration =.C..t " t nc-representative

polarization behavicr, but rc reliable data was o':a-ed to cJbstant;.ate

this due to the d:.iiculties with the bridge cir-z-- described below.
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3.1.6 The third =-terlal tried for the auxiliary electrode was platinma

foil.. Here the only undesirable by-pr -&ct of electrode activity was

exvgen generated when the platinum was rade- the anode In the polarization 0

cell. To n.:n'zmze the possibility that dissolved oxygen from the anode

chazbe-r woule reach the central electrode,* the test solution was flowed

rap-Idly through the an~nular space betvween the porous cylinder and the outer . -

electrode. In spite of the precautions taken, the potential behavior and

a5earawnce of tha test electrcdi- Indicjted that oxyger. was being reduced

duiring cathodic polarization.

* 3.1.7 From these results, It was concluded that the concentric electrode-

*arangeonent as originally set up could not be used for polarization studies

because of unavoidable mixing of anode and cathode products through. the

porous =me.brane. Hence, despite Its advantages of sy~etry and current S S

A; strUbeution, the coricentrIc type cell was replac-d by the H-shaped cell

described In Secticon 2.2.4. Those pote-tial -easurements that were made

with the concentric arrangement were ma-de using the no-difiled Pearso.--Holler

brde circuit. The results of this woar are described in the following *

seton. :

3.2 Resilts From 1T¶ork with the Pears-n-HMller Bridge ___

3.2.1 A nuzber of cathodic runs were made w. uninhibited steel electrodes

using te Pearson-Holler Bridge. The general operation of te circuit was

as expected, Lut the accuracy of t~he r-esistance setting was poor. The -

in-accuracy resulted from two characteristics of the --ell being studied:
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1C) The effective Interface resista.ce Rf was lowa resulting In a propor- -

tionately low lxRf terM and (2) The output of the bridge (at constant 1.)

fluctuated, due apparently to fluctuaticns It, the potente-al differente

across the metal-solution interface.

3.2.2 When I~ XIs changed by AIX as Is done to obtain a retistive balance,

.the rror signal output due to reststzr.ce -Lnbz.ance only Is given by : .

AVR e (Equsatlon 15):y 2

" "where AR R2 (R5 * Rf) - R1(R3  PC, Figure 7. The range of .x In the ,

4 region of local cell corrosion was frm0 to 20 =a., and the resistancfe

ccrresponding to -5 + Rf was apprcxlzately 1 oh-. Thus, even through the

resistance setting might hav-_ been ; error by as =,ch as 10M (AR = Iob, -

the error signal that would have been produced by a 10% change In IX would -"-

have been a mEAdMU of 2 =,. To have azhieved 10% accuracy in resistance

"setting would have required detecticn cf 0.2 =v. Reliable detection of

such signals would have been a zatter runly of appropriate Instrumentation

had It not been for the fluctuatIons in bridge output rentioned above.

latter occurred In a rendom r.anner set-h a zaxt-.nM a--plittde which was

proportional to I.. For this reason, they were believed due to fluctuati•os

In the effective interface resistance.

3.2.3 From prevlou:; exploratory wr" it was kncun that the reduced miXed

potential (PDL) Ot steel under t•h test conditions changed only slightly

from its zero-mr. essed-current valuze until the net local an'odic current

approached zero. Thus, it was reasoned, within this region 1. maght be

(1) The expressions f-,r error !s,.•.2.s=, s for this bridce Are different fr .
those for a convention.I !:-hez-•.. B3ridge, because heree R1 + R 5 >.•.5 R3-,
and the bridge operates under con=stant current rat-her than constantviaC

430
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changed by a relat- ely large amount without causing a significant shift

*in the potential ccm~n-nent of the total potential difference. PDj.

Accordingly, the circuit wvas altered sc that operation of S2 produced a - ______

change of 10 ma. in 1. regardless of the base v~alue of I., This procedure

resulted in an erro-r signal .+ue to resistive unbalance that was large

enough ta detect abeve the background. However, another type of Inter-

ference was ni.c. by the larger current incrementt l~ediately 0 t..~.

= ~~following the Initial, in~stantaneous change in output due to resistance -

unbalance, an only slightly less rapid change In output occurred which

-. - ~co-ntinued for seve-ral seconds at a rate which decreased with tim~e. This___________

behavior occurred in reverse when the oisrginal current was resume-d. One

pz-ssible explanaticr for this behavior is presented In the Discussion..

3.2.4 n~er. I, was ircrea~ed beyund the point where local anc-dic action- .. .-.

stopped, and thu-s, where the surface behaved like a hydrogen electrode,

the step-cag in -, used to balance the bridge was held to a maxirum of F

10 a. regar-dless cf the value of I.As a result, the :rnprobable

*error In tthe red.jced potential deter-mined using hils r-ethed was ± 4 mv. In* *
tne regioa bliire the poten tial changed very little with a change ofI

a.-Ia :! 20 =.,. where pctential changed con~siderably with applied current.-

'71-1s order of azcuza:-, was suf fici ent for rough surv~ey wo-,rk, but did not

0 ~~permit detection cf s=3al1 charges in the potential or in Rf. - -

3.2.5 In order ts facilitate operation of the bridge ci~d the D-.C-shift

balanzing tec'inqe In the presence of the above-mentioned transients,

the sensitivity of the detector was greatly reduced and the resistance

settings were riade !:-I idjust'Ing the resistance at each point to a value
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that was half way between settings that gave et.:,%l but opposit* #xr-

signals large enough to be easily separated zrom Interference signals.

By this means, a number of cathodic runs were carried out with the Pearson-

Holler bridge. In spite of these efforts, however, the data obtained was

of questionable reliability, and so it is not reporLej. .

3.2.6 The difficulties encountered In the use of the Pearson-Holler bridge

as described in the foregoing sections led to the development of the D.C.-

A.C. impedance brid3e, by means of which the cell resistances could be

i-easured without having to ma-e sudden changes in the polarizing current.

In addition, the H-shaped test cha=ber was substituted for the conrentric "J-

chanber at alout the sa--e time the new bridge circuit was put In use.7 1 Section 2.3 describes these units and discusses the relative =_-Its of the

--.0 chambers.

I - . 3.2.7 No anode - cathode mixing or other interferring phen.n-non appearcd

"to take place in the H-cell. Foilowing ic-mersion of an electrode with a

fl 4:-shly-swndblasted surface In the test solution, the potential moved In

*the anodic direction (increasingly negative) "or 10 to 15 -inutes, reached

I- .a vaxi=Ji anodic value, then begah to move in the cathodic direction for

m .- a period which varied from 30 minutes to 2 ý,ours. The rate of drift was

in the range of 10 to 1: my. per haisr. This behavior occurred cverl- time

and was generally reprcduceable except for the ti-m factor. If time was 0

mnt allcwed at the beginning for the zero-impressed-cu ient potential to

reach its most cathodic point, all subsequently -easured potentials wer-t

* i -'fourd to drift for a cvnsiderable tize in the cathodic direction. During

- cathodic r--ns, the direction of this drift was opposed to that of the

shift from the zaIn effect of current on the Interface, and the net result

was confusing and misleading.

i - •i ~32-.-
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3.2.8 Careful observation *4'rect potential (PDp) In the presence

* of impressed current showed ".e follow~ng. After the Impressed current

Increased from one value to another, there was always a period following

the Initial rapid change of potential, during which the potential changed

relatively slowly before becom-Ing constant. This period lasted Only attout

* 30 seconds or less In cost experiments. During cathodic polarization, the

drift was 'an the anodic directlon when I. was less than that required to t 0

stop local cell action, and In the opposite or cathodic direction when

-x was greater than th'.s value. During anodic polarization, the direction

of the drift was toward more '.nodic v-Iues throughout the range of T~

tested. This behavior Is due to chances in the interface resistance.

*3.3 Results Usino the D.C. - A.C. !mr--edan-.e Bridge

3.3.1 The operation of the imped-ance bridge for the nea~urezoent of interface _

* resistance and capacitance is described in Section =-9.3. The circuit is

- o~~~hcn in Figure 8. With the oscilloscope used, the bes. cobirano

- ~s.-nal-to-noise ratio and precision of bridge balance was obtained by setting

the gain of each input channel to the 112 mxy. per cm.3 position and generatling

an input signal of 16 andJ 20 -... Teak to peak at each channel. Thbis voltage

is r-easured betreen the tip of thi- reference electrode capillary and the

test electrode, and thus almost all of it appears across the interface

resi stance.

3.3.2 Tedts were =2de to determine whether the impressed alternating voltage

wwjld have ny ;jndeslrable affect on the Interface. No change In any of

the me-asureabie -. pertles of the interface was detected after exposure

of an unin~hibited surface to 220 ;-.. at 100 cps. and at 2-3 cps. for periods
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up to 30 minutes. The impressed voltage was gradually Increased at 20 cps

until at around 100 mv. the direct mixed potential began to move in the

anodic direction. %hen the A.C. vortage was reduiced to below 50 Mv.,0

the potential rapidly resumed Its original value. The corrosion rate was

not 3asured durin g this test. Fr= the results obtained it was concluded ---

that 20 mi. A.C. across the interface would nut noticeably alter the

resistance, capacitance, or electrode Potential.

3.3.3 A considerable nurber of cathodic polarization runs were made on

uninhibited electrodes using the D.C. - A.C. w ridge. tbeltiple runs were

found necessary to develop the technique of operating the bridge, and to

obtain suf f ricent data to Indicate the reproduceability of results. Sone-

what better results were obtained by Polarization Procedure A (Section 2.6.3),

In which the Im~pressed current was returned to zero between each me-asure-ment,

than were obtained using Polarization Procedure B. However, Procedure A

was iach more time consuming, especially when the potential drifted after

changes inI.

3.3.4 Table 11 presents the data ofroa a typical cathodic run on an uninhibited

surface using Polarization Procedure A. A plot of these data is shown In

""Fo-ire 1s. The horizontal axis of this diagram, and of all other mixed

potential polarizaticn diagrams presented here, is laid off In units of

the logarithm of the apparenot density of ipressed current. The sei-long

i -presentation Is used to shcw the bthavor off the potentials clearly rover a

wider range of impressed current than rould be possible using a linear 0

current scale.

34
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DADL F.O A TYPICAL CATHODIC POLARIZATICt MX

Apaen orrosion
* Appaent Py C RRate

Cu~rrent e. 4

(a=) V. vs. SC-- -f~. d*

-0.0 -0.722 132-0 9.2 2550

0.412 -o.7,26 1280 10.2 212D

0.825 -0.732 1220 12-2 1710

*1.218 -0.740 1160 14.8 1220

1.65 -0.7755 1080 20.3 840

*2.06 -0.787 980 28.3 451

I2.47 -0.6v2 940 3M. 0ii3.00 -0.957 840 22.9

3-50 -0.995 860 24.5

4.12 -1.041 66-0 21.5Z

5.145 -1.073 860 i6.8

* 6.40 -1.103 900 13.0______

7.2D -1.119 920 - 11.00

8.25 -1.135 92-0 10.0 ~

" milligrzas rer square decimeter per day

s.es -;. -ý -a! -' poenil in this epor is 'ce-.-e" by the cerw'ention
wivbch r3zsti-e s--ardard reatallic zin~c electrode potential negative.
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-0" 3.3.5 The term Oapparent current density* is defined as the total current

alvided by the total apparent area receiving that current. Unless
_0

specifically stated otherwise, all current densities, either of impressed

current er of local cell current, used in this report will be apparent

j densities as defined. These values are designated by placing a horizontal

bar over the syrbol for the desired current. in a like manner, any other

quant-ty that relates to a unit of apparent area (one square centimeter)

is shown with a bar over the usual sirbol.I.
"3.3.6 For purposes of comparison, a plot of results from a representative

run made on an uninhibited surface using Polarization Procedure B (Section 2.6.

is shovm in Figure 11. The tabulation of actual teasured values corresponding

to these curves is omitted, Inasmuch as the exact values are not significant

in view of the variation observed from one run to another.

3.3.7 The shape of the curves in Figures 10 and 11 are seen to be quite

similar. The following observations may be made about both.

(€) PDL constant at its zero-!ipressed-current value until Ix

approaches the point where iA = 0.

(2) PDL and Prp change most rapidly at or very near tV.'- point

where ;A 0. A point of Inflection in both curves occurs where

iA = 0

(3) The curve for PDL is not a straight line on the semi-log

plot in the region where the surface is presumably entirely

"ca-ýhodic. The deviation from the straight line drawn tangent

"* to the curve at the point of inflection Is in the direction of too

suall a change of potential with increasing I..
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(4) The Interfac& resistance if passes through a taxis=a at or

near wher..-A = . . . -=.

(5) The interface capaeitancs Cf decreases slowly at low It. -

then =re rapidly to a broad gdniwm at values of It slightly

"" grater than that req--jired to re--ace IA to zero.

3,3.8 The portion of the cuaves of Fig-iris OA and 11A used to conastruct

the local anodic polarizat'.on curves lies to the left of the dotted vertical

3 f line mzarked iA = 0. The values far lca! ancdic current In this region

"were calculated from the tate of metal loss measured• at different points "_"_-__ _ .-_-.-__

aln--g the curve. To obtain data that vould be of assistance In the i •

f estination of local anode currents w.ien 1r so=e reason the corzosion

rate could not be noasu.med di-rec-tly daring a potential run, several addi-

tional experi=ernts were carried cut in -ricb only currents and c.rr-oslon

rates were =easured. It was hoped that s--, qeneý-al relation. ship between

IA and IX .jxld be found. T'he data frc: the best two of these runs Is
shown in Table III. Note --hat ' the rat!o of (Ix )IA=0 to (?A) x=o is 1.75 "-' ___ .

In RLn No. I and 1.43 In ,.., No-. 2. This ratio Is 2.5 fron the data of

labie 1i..'Jre 10) and 1-9 fro= the data of Figure 11. The reas-..
: ~~~~. :1..-:.\. S

for this variation, and its siml-.ican:e, are not knc•m at this tine. -

Certain Possible cotzibut;Mn fators are discussed In Part 4.- . • 7 . .-

3.3.9 The data of Table III is presented in g:afhical form 'n ArI.-re 12.

Data for is plotted as a fraction of its value at I1 = 0, •hereas data

for ! 1 is plotted as a fra:t!z- of its value at IA = 0. In this way the

""fgure Is =ade useful with any values of T and (Ix)iA=O.
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S! 3.3.10 Local anode polarization curves derived from the data of Figures

I' 10 and 11 are shown in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. Both PDp and

P are plotted, the latter being shown as a dotted lI~ne. The scale

for I In these diagrams was made linear Instead of logarithmic for

1| two reasonss (1) The linear scale Is proportional to the (average)

corrosion =ate on the surface; and (2) The point at iA = 0 can be shown

S:on the linear scale but not on a log scale. These curves are discussed

-ore fully In Part 4.

TABLE III .

ILCAL A•?DIC Co-rUEhiT DATA

Ie.ressed Current, Ix Corrosion Rate Local Anode Current, IA

.=f/cm % of (IX31i=o vdd M/cm2 % of a. ___

R.-nNo.1 0 0 2360 0.90 100

0.74 47 1230 0.47 52

0.90 59 940 0.36 40

1.10 71 720 0.27 30

1.48 94 129 0.05 5.5

1.57 100 0 0 0

Sjh No. 2 0 0 2770 1.06 100

G.56 35 1740 0.67 63

0.74 47 1460 0.56 53

0.93 59 1130 0.43 41

1.11 71 800 0.30 21
-.

1.35 86 360 0.14 13

.1 1.60 1o0 0 0 0 0
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3.4.1 Anodic polarization of uninhibited specimens resulted In a potential- 0 0

*behavior considerably different from that noted during catbodle runs. The

*potential usually required only a fear minutes to becco canstant after

each new value of 1. was applied. On the other hand, If arnd whe 1 was __________

shut of f between xwasurezints, the ix 0 potential was. iorAd to have

shifted In the anodi-c direction. from which It recovered e-Llv slcwly In the

absence of impressed current.-

3.4.2 Data fron a tyjpical arodic polarization run using c=t!=ucus ;appL*ca- 1-
tion of anodic polarizing current Is shown In Table IV. The curves a-re

showtn In Figure 15. T11he following poirnts may be made aotthese data: x

*(1) There was little If any regic-n of 1. wherein P-'- was constant,

although the rate of change was very stnall beelow T~=2 Ma./Sq. cM

(2) Both PDL and FDD change gradually over a bro~ad range of1

ix(Ix 4 to 40 ra/-sq. c=.) below that which was --cessary to_______

reduce ic to zero. Th1is Is in contrast to the zeliat-1yaly sharp.

break In Pa- neaz IA.= 0 On the cathodic polarlzation curve -

(e.g., Figure 10).

* ~~~~(3) 'to linear portion of the data Is to be expected In Figure 15A, __________

inas--ich as scrne local cathodic activity Is present t ~hroiout the

range of T" sbeco.

(4) The oagnitude of I. required to reduce IC significanitly Is

much greater than that required to reduce IAto zero during

cathodic polarization.-
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(5) The interface resistance etcreased thrzuS".-t the range

of . shown. The interface capacitance increased very slowly -

below Ix = 2 r3/cm2 , then rapidly at higher current density.

ANODIC POLARIZATION DATA - WINNIIBITED SURFACE

Apparent-
Current Density PDp m2 R
-fx (malrz2) (m,.) (m (Oh;sým) (omc'

2.04 -686 840 1.8 7.0

t 4.15 -656 920 1.8 4.6 _

6.17 -632 160 1.8 4.0

10.6 -599 1240 1.7 2.9

24.0 -544 - -

40.8 -505 .

3.4.3 in e-perical relationship found between -c and Ix is shon In

Figire 16. The values of 1,were calculated fro- hydrogen evolution data

"as described in Section 2.8.3. The values for IC may be seen to form a

straight line when plotted against log Ix. A fractional scale Is used

for each axis to facilitate use of the chart wit'i any values of (,C)Max

a.d (I
x IC=O.

3.4.4 The value of (Ix' fl=a was determined only Indirectly. This was ""_"__'

necessary because of the excessively large a-m-unt of current required to "

reach the point where I 0. Current densitites uto 40 .a/sq. c-.
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were applied, but resulted In less t"-r 75% reduction of local cathodtic

* current. To have been able to apily hioher current densities would have

required con~siderable modification of the apparatus. Instead, the data

up t-- I, = 40 =a/sq. cm. was plotted on semi-log paper, and the points *

appeared to fall close to a straight line. The value of IX necessary to

reduce I- to zero, I.e., (Ix)iC:o, was taken as the IC= 0 axis intercept

* ~assuming that the log relation continued to hold. Th.is intercept occurred-

at approximately T, 150 ma/sq. cm. fzr the cor-ditions, under which Figure -

* 15 applies.

3-4.5 The range of values found for (12C)nax (i.e., the value of IC when

Tx= 0) was fr.-= 0.9 to 1.2 n-a/sq. cm. for several different runs. Thus,

t'he ratio of (I ),CC to (ICia was in the range from 120 to 170 for this

electrode systeip .-This ratio Is very rtch greater than the ratio of

(Ii found for cathodic polarization behavlor. The S

significance of this large ratio Is discussead in Part 4.

3.4.6 The esti.mated value of 150 na/sq. c--. for ( i lies well beyond

the highest value Ixshown in Figure 15A.. Thus. the poýtentials corresponding

I. fro= 40 to 150 na/sq. cm. were not me~asured. Instead, the curve for - --

xas extended at canstant curvature to Th~e point where 1. = 100 na/sq. cm.

* then with increasing curvature to I- = 15ý) na/sq. c--. The curvature was

assi~ed to increase in this latter regicn near where 1. 0 by analogy to

thebehvio ofPDA near iA = 0 as shown In Figure IlA.

3.4.7 The resulting local cathodic polarization curve is sho..wn in Figure 17.

It may be seen that the experi...:ntally measured pot6.atials Ifle on a smooth

curve when platted on a linear I~ scale. The porticn of the curve for

.pt derlhred from esticated data Is shown dc-tted. The curve for D Is
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quite similar to that !or PD., and does not exhibit any characteristics

not shown by that for PDp. The region of maximum unLertalnty lies within

the first 10% of the range of IC, and thus, does not eriously affect the

shape and position of the curves as a whole. The uncertainty In this

region does affect the IC = 0 axis intercept, however. This intercept

is seen to occur somewhere between -300 and -350 mv. vs. S.C.E. for PD"-

"3.5 Polarization V.easurements cn Inhibited Surfaces

3.5.1 The general procedure used for polarization runs in the presence of -

corrosion inhibitors Is described in Section 2.6.4. Data reported applies 0

to measurements made during continuous treatment with each inhibitor. -- '-

Criginally, it was planned to m-e the measurements on the films resulting --

from the action of inhibitors after the chemicals in soluticn had been

: flushed from the chamber. It was found, ho-ever, that as soon as continuous

I - injection of cer:ain of the inhibitors tested was stopped, the potential and

the corrosion rate began to drift in the direction ccrresponding to the

. 'jninhibited state. With certain types ef inhibitors the drift was small

and the potential and corrosion rate soDn became stable again; with other

types the drifts continued indefinitely. Similar drifts were encountered

Swhen attempts were nade to make =easurements on surfaces only partially

covered with an inhibitor film. A number of runs were carried out by

L- adjusting the concentration of inhibitor during the injection period so

that the corrosion rate levelled off at from 4 to 75% of Its original

:0 value. It was found that under these conditions the potential (no appl'ed

current) continued to change in the cathodic direction, i.e., that coires-

ponding to a greater degree of inhibition even though the measured corrosion

42
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rate appeared to be conistant. Prolonged observation showed that the

corrosion rate was decreasing slowly. It was very difficult to produce

a truly constant state at any degree of inhibition between zero and -, __..,_-

whatever maximirm effectiveness was characterLtic of the concentration

of inhibitor tested.

3.5.2 Data :3r construction of mixed potential curves, I.e., Ix and -"_"___-_.""

PDp v.ere determined during inhibited runs using the same technique that .--

was used durin3 uninhibited runs. Unfortunately, however, the dependence

of i (or iC) on I., required to convert mixed potential data to local

* cell polarization data, could not be determined with any useable degree of - -
- - _

"* "accuracy during runs where effective Inhibitors were used. This was

.. . because of the very low corrosion rates Involved and the limited time

that could be spent at each data roint. Despite the great sensitivity of

the recording Corroscmeter use,, to measure corrosion rates (resolution:

0.1 microinch), the total un~certainty in this type of measurement was such

that, at corrosion rates of less than 1.0 microinch, at least one ho. .

I |, under constant conditions was required before one could say with certainty - -

"that the rate was constant, and before a precise measurement of the rate

.cotd bo determired from the chart recc-d.

* • 3.5.3 As described below, the application of impressed curre o surfaces -

"bearinrc inhibitor films projIjced certain irreversible effects which varied

with time; these effects were especially severe during anodiz polarization..

Thus, it u.s felt that exposure to polarizing current for periods of one -' -

hour or longer would not necessarily produce a constant corrosion rate at the . ,

end of that tirae. Furthermore, the potential and corrosion rate after long
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- periods of time may not bear any direct relation to the condition of the

surface as it existed before the waiting period. Therefore, every attempt

was made to neasure the potential as soon as possible after applying the

external current, waiting only for any rapid changes In potential following

changes in IX to subside.

3.5.4 -- .;rder that the mixed potential data for each inhibitor might be

transformed into the desired local cell polarization data, a relationshipI_ between IA or iC and I1 during polarization of the Inhibited surface was

0 esticnted, as fc'lows. For cathodic polarization, It was assumed that I "

varied !inearly with 1. in the same manner as for the uninhibited surfece

as shown in Figure 12. For anodic polarization, it was assumed that IC

varied linearly with log I. as shown in Figure 16." In either case, ihe
-value of (iALx or (iCax used was that calculated fre= the inhibited 0

corros rzte. t-hen Ix = 0. Values ffor (I )I were difficult to ueasure

directly with any accuracy dur,.ng the runs because of the contingent ." "

*difficulty in determining the exact point when iA or iC was equal to zero.

When no other data was available, (Ix)iA=0 for the inhibited state -.s

approximated by assuming that It was equal to twice (iA)max, as found for

Sthe unir~hibitd surface. In a like manner (._x)i =A was approximated by

assming that it was equal to 100 (ic)max. Once these values had been .

calculated, Figures 12 and 16 were used to determine intermediate pcints

as desired.

-.-.- ...-:-'-
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3.5.5 Two dlfferent ways of presenting lical cell polarization diacrass

for Inhtb1tors are used. One Is a plot of polarized local half-cell

potentials vs. local cell current. This type Is shown In Figure 21. Here

the curve, for all four of the inhibitors for which complete curves were

available are superimposed in order to permit a direct comparlson to be

'iade between the slopes and positions of anode and cathode lines. The other --

type of local cell diagram, shown in Figures 22 through 25, presents the

potential data for each inhibitor separately as a function of the applicable

percentage of the maximnu local cell current (that which flowed in the absence

of applied current) observed for that inhibitor. Thus, in this latter type

of diagram, the intersection of the arodic and cathodic curves is always the

same distance (00' percentage units) from the vertical axis, regardless of

"the actual value of the current at this point.
S.~~~~... -1i'

3.3.6 Runs involving corrosion Inhibitors were characterized by potentials

.. .that were often markedly non-reproduceable, in spite of all attests to

repeat experim..ents under identical conditions. For this reason, at least

three runs were made under any given set of conditions, and the best set of •

data was selected as beirm representative. The potential behavior was oftenr

.- =o different from one run to the next that no statistical grouping or

averaging could be applied to improve the data.

3.5.7 The inhiblt';3 test,,d in this study included only those that were

either completely soluble cr easily dispersible in 3% sodi-u chloride soluticn

at concentrations up to several hundred pp-. The soluble me-rhers Includ-c-d

sodium chromate, sodium ferrocy4nide, sodium arsenite, and acetic acid salts

of certain long--hain a•nnes in alcohol solutiL.. The dispersible r*.m•ers

consisted of soluti.ons of long-chain amine salts in hydrocarbo; solvtnts,

and a thiourea-form-aldehyde condensation prodjct. Nlo atte-t was oade to S S
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cccz-are the var!ous inhibitors on any ecual weight or concentratio. basis.

* R -ather, the concentration used was usually adjusted as found necessary

to produce a minlm-i of 85% in-hibitin in a reasonably short time. Thus, .

"whatever ccmparlson might be r=de w-uld be at about "he sar-e degree of

inhibition for each.

3.5.3 Results with Sodit= Chrcmate -

i - 3.5.8.1 Sedium chrc.-ate has a reFitatien of being an Oanodicl ir-hibitor

".._en used in neutral or.a:kaline media in the presence of oxygen. An

S.lanc-dic, inhibitor Is one '.ich produces its effect by causing the local -

anc-des to be pFlarized rmre strongly Vitan local cathodes, thus bringing

hth.e ccrrosion process under ancd1c control. There is available al=st no

Infor=ation on the use of chzoonate as an in,,:.r in acid solutions. It

is clear that in strong acids chromate is an accelerator ard not an i

=inir.itor (Ref. 27). in 2eak acids (pi 4 t: 6) inhibition may be observed

unr.:Vr certain conditicns. Tests mere therefore =ade using sodium chror-ate

in an atte-pt to shed -ore li-.ht on the r-echanis of inhibition in acid solu-
S....ior.m
lI • i'!on.

3.5.S.2 initial testing eas b-ejn at 50 p.m sodium chromate in -soltion

.* tufered at PH 5.5. Th-,e initi" effect was a three-fold increase in the

crrcrosIon rate, accob.yanied by a shift of potential in the cathodic direction.

After injection at 50 p-= hai been continued for one hour, during which time

little chan.e in the accelerated rate was observed, the concentration was

increased to I10 pp.- There was no im-ediate change in the corrosi.cn rate, 0

b=-t after about 30 ninutes the rate began to decrease slowly. After about

+m •+ :-.

1 -. ..- ,.
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Ifour hours the rate had decreased to 15% of Its original value* and had
begun to level off. At this point, the Interface resistance, Interface

capacitance, and mixed potential were measured. Representative data from 0

one such run are given in Table V.-

3.5.8.3 When a cathodic polarizing current of IC72 na/sq. cm. was applied - -

to the inhibited surface, the potential ui-derwent a rapid shift In the anodic__.

direction, then drifted slowly toward more negative (more anodic) volues over

I a long period of tize. rhen the polarizing current was shut off, the poten-

* S t1ial changed only very slowly toward its original value. This behavior

* 1 indicated that the irressed current was causing essentially irreversible

changes at the suriace that were not related to the propeerties of the surface

at the time the current was applied. Repea..ed attezpts to obtain stable

g potential reading-.s in the presence of polarizing curreni were not successful. 0

I For this reason it was decided tc discontinue t~he investigation of sodium

chroate in order to devote more time to inhibitors that might give more

I straightforward results. ------

3.5.9 Results with Sodlum Ferrocyanide _7
3.5.9.1 Seicferrocyanide was tested as an examplie of an inhibitor which

presu~ably fu nctions by for-ming an insoluble cpor-od- by reaction with iron ___

or ferrous !on at the metal-solution interface. Concentrations up to 50 ppm,

calculated as the arthydrous salt, INa4efC?1), caused only a small decrease

In the corrosion rate in a 4 hc-ur period under the test conditions. A______________

concentraticn of 200 ppm was necessary to reduce the corrosion rate rapidly,

and resulted i-n 90-95% inhibition within 4 hours. The surface of the

* I electrode was blue at this point. Interface resistanc-P, capacitance, and

* 2 potential d'ta for one t-ypical run are given in 7abie V.
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3.5.9.2 Cathodic polarization was begun L-1 using a tetcurrent rf O.015

ma/Sq. cm. to check the general reaction of th .tefce. lIme-iiately

following the applitation of current, a shift cf -ct-ecntial to a more anodic

value and a decrease in corrosion rate took place as expectei. %11lowing

these initial char~ges, the potential continued to --ve trcward mare anodic

(Increasingly negative) values and the corrosion rate ccntlnued to decrease

as long as the polarizing current was flowing. -sn*Ss drifts were followed

for about one hour, during %Ihich there was no : scnthat condiTion:s

would become- stable. At the end of this tice , t-.e iresdcurrent -xa

-jshut off, whereup~on tf-e coirosion raze rermained i-airly ccnstant at thie

samme -valut: as in the presence of impre~sed current, -mhch was abouit 25 to 2C9

lower than the rate before current was applied. -ats evident that -,he

polarizing current had caused relatively large ==e in te interf ace, _______

thus making the desired polarizaticon measurem-ents -difficult to make.-

.13.5.9.3 The re,.d--ts of sevjeral additional ca =.c:ns W-t s-i'.!r= ferro-

cyani-de wore essentially the saeas tho3se describe-d- at ze. Secauise of

this uinstable behlavior, an atte~pt was made to ne-as.:e thie po-tential at

only one point con the curve: that. where 1. is Jtst-flicient. toý reduce !A

to zero. The requjire-d value of Ix was estlrim:!as c-el~ng twice th'e imnh'bited

local cell corrcsion turrent. This -mo=nt of -&-t as applied and the

new p~otential was mmeasured as soon as possible V-eze=after. DuYrir~g the t1=0e

required for thýe neasuring circuit to be adjustedA tz mes'.:: the polarized

Potential, whi-ch was about 10 seconds, a shift of 57 =,r. had taken place.

The potential v~as continuing to chiange at a rate zi 2 to3 my. per rzirute 5

at this poi-nt. The applied current iwas maintal-nea4 ::r 20- minutes, Vwh.ich

was long encueal tf- -ermil 7. 7t'!ble nweasur~-m*n cz .~corrosicm rate.

-AM
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This prcved to be essentially zero. During the 20 minute period the

p- otential changed by an additional 17 mv., so that the total was 74 my.

It appears that the difference in potentiAl between the point where 0 -

SIx 0 and that where i = 0 probably lies so-meshere between 60 and 85 o.•.

-eca'se of the lack of data, no --ixed potential cathodic polarization curve

is shown for this inhibitor.

3.5.9.4 A limited effort was made to obtain anodic polarization data for

sodiun ferrocyanide. A concentration of 200 pp- was injected to reduce .

the corrosicn rate rapidly. After three hours the rate was 154 of te _-_-_._-"

original. The injected concentrztion was reduced to 100 ppi and anodic

current was icpressed at 0.1 ma/s-,. cm. After an Icmediate shift of the

-- potential in the cathodic direction, there was a relatively rapid drift

in the anadic direction. This was accompanied by a rapid decrease In the 0 S S

interfa-e resistance and an increase !:. ths. local cell corrosion rate.
- , -I° " .- . -

Wh•en I. was shut off, the potential re=ained =-re anodic than before I

I .had been a:lPlied, and the local cell corrosion rate remained higher than .. .....

before. Each of these then slowly chanced toward their original values as*
the inhibitor -. •s again adsorbed on areas frc- w-hch it had been re--=ed. -

An idea of the speed with which the interface was altered by anodic impressed '-

current was obtained by repeating the abo-ve experiment with the interface -

"resistance and capacitance instrunents in continuous operation. With no

i: i-pressed current flowing, the bridge circuit (Section 2.9.3) was adjusted

to give a single straight line on the oscilloscope. The polarizing current - -____-_ .o_

was then switched on whille observing the scope display. I=rradiatcly up-n.

-" coaplication of impressed current the line on the CRT face began to open

* up into an ellipse. Rapid readjustm.ent of the bridge coeponents to measure

the new interface values indicated that a 10 to 15% decrease of Rf, and a ,. ,

"- I
5 0
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"corresponding increase in Cz, -. occurred daring the first 5 to 10 seconds "

"*-- after the polarizing curren~t xs applied. When this current was shut off, -

there was no icmrediate ch.c-ze o. the CRT screen, showing that a change in

the interface had been rr±-':e-1 wzich persisted after current no 'cnger
S-

3.5.9.5 ncause of this : c- :' instability no attenpt was =-3e to deter-

mine a complete anodic z-.- " curve for soium ferroryaniie. instead,

the potential was measured -=t =1y two points: 'I) at Ix = i0 tines

the equilibrium inhi-bited 1:::! cell current, i ) ; and (2) at

Ix = Iona (i C)x=o, at which -ZC sh:.uld have been at or near zero- Pelariza-

tion Procedure C was e7.i.-ez tý expose the interface for the sullest

possible tine to the =;r .---- rent. lleature~enis were repeat.- several

times and. the results --:.- . .e ficures, expressed as the difiference

betv.-een the zero-i--res - value and the pclarized value, and as a

range within which the trze" e prcbably lies, %ere: (1) 33 - -3v,

t-" " and (2) 70 - 100 n., respe:ztvely.

3.5-9.6 Local cell polarxz::::. dia-zra-s for sodiun ferrccyanide, dra"m

fro-- the available data, are m in Figures 21 and 22. Cnly te. end-points

of the curves, i.e., t;.e i r::.-- ci-xe potzntial ar- open-circult (zero

local cell current) potent:.c _ ewre knx to a=y decree of certa•nty, so

the construction rerely dr-.'-- awing lines between these p-ints_ In -

Figure 21 the curves are a s a_ single dotted lines (labelled A-I and C-1)

* for the sake cf sira;lici-;. ..... -.re 22 anodic and sathcdic Ozrves* are
-sho- as regions b--nded li d::te- lines. These re-gions are drawn In such

S- ---
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a manner that the probability that the Otrues curve lies outside them is

quite low. The local cathode polarization regior takes Into account a :AC-Z!; A

possible error of ! 5-(Y in the estimated local cell current, which. as

..c~cribed abvve, could not be measured directly becauzse of the instability

I of the i.ihibitcr film.. In spite of the resulting d spersion of the data.

it may be seen t.tthe trend i %hell defined and allcws definite conclusions * *~

I to be dr;-n- fr.-.-a the fig-ire. These are discussed in Part 4.

3.5.1C PestA~s owith So:!;-= Arsenite

0 3-5.10-1 Sciium arsenite has been used for many years as an inhibitor for

both strong a-d vak acid corrosion. The general =-echanism is believed to

involve red~jctiz:n to elemental arsenic and consequent "coisoning3 of the

hydrogen electrode half-reactio-n an the steel surface. This action would 0 0

make arsenite primarily a "cathodic" inhibitor, and- should be revealed by

* the share of the local cell polarization diagram.

* ~~3-5.10-2 Sodium- as-senlte was studied in solutions at pF 4.5. Injection of0 0

50 ppm calculated as flŽAsG2 prcd-uc::d a rapid change in the potential toward

mr.*e cathcdic values. The decrease in the corrosir-n rate fcllowed the

-change of potlential with~ a lag of 15 to 20 minutes. This lag was not

due to irnstr..-ent res.ponse, as there is no lag in the respvnse of the

Corrosccmeter Calthough a period of about 15 mirutes is usually required to

establisn positively that a change in corrosion rate had occurred at the

beginning of this ti.-e, peeriod). In the abovre experizent, 75 to MSV of the Jb 0

total observed potential chance had taken place before the corrosion rate

had Ch--anoed 10-: L0 The sic-iificance of this lag is not clear.
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3.5.10.3 At the end of two hours injection of 50 p NaAsD2• a corrosion

* rate of the order of 2% of the original had resulted, and was ccnstant-

After measuring the zero-t-pressed-current valves (See Tabie V), cathodic

polarization was carried out without cuch difficulty, in contrast to the

trouble encountered with chrcate and ferro-ya.ide. The rmixed potential

cathodic polarization curve obtained Is shown in Figure 18.M

3.5.10.4 Application of anodic polarizing curret to the electrode Inhibited

with 50 ppm sodium arsenite resulted In the S:_a general tyjre of changes _ •

of potential and film resistance as had been -.=ted with soditn ferroacyanide, '•-

but to a lesser degree. Te potential behavior at !pressed current greater

than 0.02 ra/sq. cm. Indicated that the f lm was displaced rapidly upon

closing the circuit. This effect Is shown clearly by the data Table VI

below. Here the values of il, the total ancdic cm.-nt calculated frca the

rate of metal loss, corresponding to several values of Ix, are listed,

together with the difference between these twr- ralues. This difference Is --

O]1 equal to i., the local cathodic current.

-- CAM.ODIC CL.•FC--r DATA D.UM 1_21MC P.OLRIZATIo.
iN THE P:;:N(- OF S)DIUi KRS7TE S

._ z/cm22) M - :c (€=ICM2)

* 0 0.014 0.014

0.010 0.025 0.015

0.040 0.064 0.024
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A~s pointed out In Sect~cn !-.19. IC should decrease as 1. (anodic) Increases

* cn a surfa~e wh~ich Is no-t tas cally altered by the passage of curTent. The

fact that I actually Inzr-eased In the case In question can only nan~ that
C

* the surface was losing the adscbed film.

3.5.10.5 In view of this t-ffct, kt, w- - felt that potential and resistance ..

ze-asurements in the pres--- cf i~z;essed ancdic current would have little

neaning. As a matter of e-showevrer, the potentials were ineasired

at a lizted nu~ber of po~s usirg Procedure C to insu-e the a~rizm~

expcszire of the film to theý deradIng action of polarzIing current. This

mixed p-otcfftial data Is as small triangles on Figure 18. The shaded

area s2nabove the noeas--red at points represents a tmbest estizate* of

the region that the curve c occupy if the Inhibitor film had been

com~pletely stable.

*3.5.10.6 Local cell polaria-ticn diagrams for sodilum arsenite are shown

in Figures 21 and 23. The c=4es were derived from- the data of Figure 18,

usizn-g the procedure described-- Ln Section 3.5.4 to calculate local cell currents.

In Figu.re 2-3, the local cell a=ode characteristic Is shorn as a region rather-

than as a line, to take i~~~~tthe in~certainty of the xmeasure!*nts;.

Tie slgnificanice cf these dla~---s are discuss-ed in Part 4 of this report. S

3.5. 11 Pes-ilts; with Lcng-Ol-z!.o '-wines

3.5.11.1 Lrcao.-chain ammines aE- widely used as corrosion Inhibitors In

aildly azidic solutions. Nitrc-ean atoms with unshared pairs of electrons;

a re stonly sorbed on ste-::, le-aving the hydrocarbcn group oriented

I to-ward the corrosive zeadiiz ..: resultant adsorbed ilm is known to pre:ent

54
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"a high Impedance to the flow of corrosion current, but little Is knou-t

about the effect of the file on the local half-cell electrode potentials 0

themselves. Local cell polarization diagrams for amines would shed light

on this and- other points of the mechanism by which these inhibitoxs

function.

. 3.5.11.2 Dilute solutions of the acetic acid salts of certain long-chainJ amines in Isopropyl alcohol weze found to form clear mixtures with the 3%

brine at amine concentrations belcw 100 ppm In the brine. The amines In

- this category that were tested were N-oleoyl diethylene triamine, N-oleyl

piperazine, and l-(2-minoethyl) - 2 - heptadecenyl Imidazoline. The

overall behavior of each of these was quite similar under the test conditions.

At a concentration of 100 ppm active, each gave between 92 and 96 percent

inhibition from alcohol solution. Zero-impressed-current data for a

representative run using the imidazollne Is g1ven in Line 4 of Table V.

3.5.11.3 The cathodic polarization curves r.ade on electrodes inhibited by

each of these three amine salts were mich alike, and so the c=rve for only

one is shown as an illustration. A representative mixed potential cathodic

"polarizat on curve for the imidazoline injected at 100 ppm from an alcohol

solution is shown as the upper curve In FPgure 19. The curve appears to

be a straight line at higher values of impressed current (i.e., above 0.05 --

ma/sq. cm.), and has no point of inflection such as-is evident for the

* tunirnhibited surface.

3.5.11.4 The lower curve of Figure 19, is for the same amine salt injected

at the same active concentraticn in diesel eil as the solvent ratner than
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S isopropyl alcohol. The oil solution dispersed i~tself In the form of very

small droplets with the aid of the mechanical stirrer. The Inhibiting --- _______

- ~~action was slower than that of the alcohol solutico but after three hLUr% -

96% in ibitlon was observed,. The curves are si.Ilar In appearance, the. .--

- one for the' oil solution beingýs somewhat steeper In slope at higher values

of Im~pr-essed current.

3.5.11.5 Anodic polarization of surfaces Inhibited with these amines nave

poor results. In each case the potential began to drift In the anodic

:4 directioni imcediately after Its initial cathodic shift following applica-

- tion of polarizing current- The Interface resistance decreased and the

* interface capacitance increased during the anodic drift of potential, indica-

ting that the ir-h-b itor f' 1= was being re..-vedl by the action of Impressed _________

current. I
- 3.5.11.6 Results fron- several runs Involving the same amine salt bit

dif fereent &e-rees of Inhibitian In the range from 93 to 993 showed that Vie

film on m!=-e hicily inhibited surfaces was more resistant to removal by

* ~ar~odic c-urrent when I i)~ but was stT.ll disrsipted rapidily at

* ~currents greater than this. The film produced by ihe oil solution of the

4imldazelir.-e also appeared tc be more tenacious than that produced by an

*alcohol soLution of thi-s ah.For this reaso- am electrode treated with

a diesel oil solution was chzsen to supply the only consistent anodic

polarizaticon data for amine-type inh.ib itors ti',at was obtained. An effort

was cade to measure the potential at just tro, pointIs, as specified In 0

- Sectio-n 3-5.9.5. The po-tent--al was highly erratic during these measure-

mnents. -e-st figures for the two potential displace-zents were
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**(1) at! l, 0(1c t 40 to 60 mvi and (2) at I l00(1c~~ 80

to 110 iy.

3.5.11.7 The dotted curves in the urer portion of Figure 19 bound the

mixed potential anodic polarization region for the surface Inhibited by

an oil solution of the substituted imidazoline. The point corresponding

to It = 0, lies off-scale to the right of the plot shown in Figure 19, at

. leg Ix = 0.4.

3.5.11.9 Figure 21 shows the local cell polarization diagram for the

ImIdazoline plus oil, derived from Figure 19. The local cell diagram for O

the other amines would appear much the same. The expanded diagram is -

shown in Figure 24. The shaded area between the dotted lines indicates

the uncertainty In the position of the local anode curve.

3.5.12 Results with a Sulfur-Containing Organic Inhibitor

3.5.12.1 Thiourea and its derivatives are kno%n inhibitors for acid

corrosion of steel. It bad been found that heating thiourea with formal-

dehyde under c-ztaln ccnd4ntins Irproved the effectiveness of the parent

compound(l). This type of inhibitor was of interest to the present study

* because of the possibility of chenlsorptlon by means of the sulfur groups

in the molecule.

3.5.12.2 A relatively rapid decrease in corrosion rate was observed

after beginning to inject 50 ppa of a condensation oroduct prepared from

(1) Proprietary for..1ations developed by Magn. Products, inc.
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*une part tnlourea and five parts of 34% formaldehyde solutior.. The

-. I ~corrosion rate was again constant at something less than 5% of Its original * __

*value within one hour after Injection had been begun. Data from a typical

- ~run with this s'ibstance is gOven in Table V.

* 3.5.12.3 The behavior of the inhibited surface toward polt!rizing current

was qruite similar to that of the electrode Inhibited with sodium arsenits.

Cathodic polarization was carried cut without difficulty, whereas anodic

- ~polarization gave evidence that the film was being broken dcos, although.-

I ~more slowly than was the case with the other organic compounds tested. 0

*The mixed potential curves zre showin In Figure 20.

3.5.12-4 The cathodic p-olarizatiein branch (t1ower curfe) shows little or

* no Itorizorrca portion at lower values of 1. and appears quite straight 0

-at higher values of I.The point shchwn as 51.A Ow0 was located by estima-

tion rather than by direct measurement (See Section 3.5.4), -using the

relationiship - _____

*found for the unin-hibited. surface. It is quite certain that the =;ltip'y-

*ing factor to be used in tite above equation lies between 1.5 and 2.5.-

3.5.12.5 The region of nest probable values for the mixed potential during

anodic polarization Is shown as a shaded area In Figure 20. It can be

seen that the shape and- position of this region for this particular

I inhibitor are quite simtlar to those of other Inh'bitors tested.
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I 3.5.12.6 Local cell polarization diagrams for the thiourea-folmaldehyde

condensation product, as derived from Figure 20, are showtn In Figure 21, ___

I ~and In expanded form in Figure 25. The curve for the local anode

potential Is very close to a straight line, w'aille the cathrde line

appears as a gentle curve. These diagrams are discussed In Part 4,
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PARr A. DISCJSSIW0

4.1 Analysis of r-•it5 from Use of the Pearson-Holler ••r!dqe CIrcuit

4.1.1 The relat'xe-y large disturbances observed to &ccr at the Interface

* after sudden shifts in th.e DC polarizing current (reqired by the method of

balancing the Pears.--oller bridge) were unexpected, inasmuch as nc sueh

behavior had been re-crted oy Ather workers who have used this technicqe

(Refs. 13 and I1). Cross and -acker--an did state that "h•e bridge was too

unstable to peerrt ame blank run for all co-=parisons, It it this recark was

m~ade to indicate t:-at the shape and/'or position of the pola-rization. curves

were not repro -' z--_e her - than to point to erratic behavlor during

i" the balancing opereticn..

a 4.1.2 The dlst-.zeý was quite snail at sznail values cf zapplied current. ___

bit at the saze t;--i the 1R drops weze relatively snalI In this regien, so

no close balance cf 1-he bridce was ;ecessary- The la-r--es-t disturbances

* were observed in the r-coan of greatt__t irterest - that s.ere the local

cell current w.as at = niear zero. Reference :z Ficm'-e '3 'cbtained by

m-eans of the AC. - D.c.- i__oednce sridge) sho-s wy this was so. Sate

that both Rf a:.J ? ch-.:ced .ost rapidly in the regimn !f I on either

side of the point 1-iA = 0. When Rf varies .ith Ix, the expression

for the change in --,;-"e cutput due to a change in "1 [SeA B)

contains the term

which is not present m-en Rf is a con.tant. Hence. w.-.en the rate of change

of Rf with 1r i-s s=nz. as Is shoxci in Figu'_re l1Cr, the abc-.e tern c.-a. becc-e the

m-ajor source zf i-'-6-e c--',tt~, obscuring the trie resistive balance moint
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{ entirely. Why Cross and Hackerman (Ref. 13) and Simmns (Ref. 14) did

-... not report similar behavior is not knomw. It may be- that at the lower

t_-nperatures at which these workers carried out their tests the rate of

* Ichange with respect to applied current was very s=all, or occurred very 4r

slowly and therefore did not Interfere with the bridge balancing operation.

4.1.3 All known nethods for obtaining a resistive balance In bridge .1

I-circuits containing both resistances and EMFs depend for their effeztiveness

- an the assj-pticn that all the resistive elements are constant with respect

I to changes In current. Indeed, one primary reason for using a bridge -

circuit at all Is to p-r.it aut-matic cancellation of IR drops regardless -

of charges In bridge current. The fact that Rf was not constant under the

2- conditions of the present work would therefore appear to negate the usefulness

of this entire approach where changes in D.C. zust be used for adjlicling the

resistance balance.

4.2 Polarization Behavior - Non-irhibited Surfaces

- - 4.2.1 Cethocd~c .olarizetion - Figure 1OA shovs that the reduced mixed -

potential, PDL, was constant at all values of I. up to thnt required to

reduce 1A to zero. Equations 4 and 5 (Section 1.4) Indicate that for PDL

- to be constant, either (a) EA, RA, EC, and RC are all constant, or (b) these -L

sa=e four variables change in such a =arner as to leave constant.

Alternative (b) is highly improbable, and Is rejected in favor of (a).

"Constant values for the E's and R's imply constant tr-e anodic current density

and true catbodic current density (See Footnote, Section 1.1). This analysis I

leads to the cnclusion lthat the size of the true anoLdic and cathodic areas

muast change with the applied currei c In such a =an.er as to leave the

* 6
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curn Is cahdc-sI iue1.tettlae negigaoi

Ilocal cell acticn becoies, smaller as IXIs Increased up .o (I X) Xs
'A= 0

I x approzches (10)i A., the nurser of anodic sites becones relatively snall

and the distribution probably Is rm r.1~form Under these conditions te

simple relationship expressed by Eq~ztlsm 4 probably no longer applies.

-. 4.2.2 The theoretiz.al relationship zf pctential to polarizing current for

acti-*ation-control led electrode px-.zesses has beer. treated by Stern

(Refs. 28 to 32). It Is slcion that no change In the "po-tentialO Is to be

exp-'zcted even on a cathode of constant a~rea until ihe iiqpressed current 0 0

* becooes about eq~al to the original lccal cell current. Stern does -not.

define his "potential,s however, and4 it is not knowan wether he Is re'ierrIng

to PDIL or FPD. It Is probable t-hat 'the corrosion reaction studied he.-- is

Ssubjet.t to control b-; b:;th activaticri (fcr the hyd&-ogen half-reaztion) andA

diffusion. Thus, the potential behavlior may be expected to be coaplex and!

4.. cnrL-'igcause for the !=re rapid change cf potential in the 7-

reglon of zero lc~cal cell ctirrent =6y be fct-.d in the depe-ndence of aixed

potential on the ratio of anodic ax-eas to* areas on the electrode surface

(Rlef. 33). Figu~re 8 of Reference 33 ..hzos that, for eleztrodes ',hat ex~hibit

-afel behavior, the potential rv-es shaBrpply In the anzodic direction uh.en

ACjAA beeccznes very -=a!!. Vere azaa-, the mathematlcal analysis applies

st.: -cly only to 'perfect* electrocdes, bzt helps to =xderstand the everall.

behavior of the real electrode.
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4.2.4 Both DL and Pt shew a point of Inflection at or n-ar where 'A =0

It is apparent that the current corresponding to this in-flecticn coL•d be

used to determine the value of Ix corespondn to 14 = . The relatAo-

ship between this value of I~ and the ',riglnal. (m~axim-i) value of I4

(equal to the local cell corrosion current) carnnot be determnned fro the -

polariza~.on diagram, however. The ratio of (Ix)iA=0 to (iA)=a=.(as

_easured at Ix = O)varied fro- 1.5 to 2.5 for several uninhibite rns.

A possible reason for such variatIon nay be found in Equation A-4 of ppe.nx -.-

As

1A L-X (Equation A-4) -

(RA %RC

This equation shows that the fraction of I x that affects iA Is deter-ined ..

by the ratio Pr / +RA RC) at any instant. If this ratio Is different

from one run to another, then i will be a different function of I

accordingly. If I4 AIn Eqsation A--4 is set equal to zero, then we have

UX iAO (L)I.=-O R C(Equaation 16) _

Substituting for iL som E•uatiln 5, Section 1.4s

(1 I-0 (EA A=o )(:quaticn 17)

Of the three quantities *n the right of Equation 17, (EA)j_•- and

* (k A=0 have been deternineed as -0.875 v. vs. SCE an& 30 oh•=s/cn2 respectively,

but (E) cannot be measured on a mixe' electrode.
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4.2.5 The curve for Af vs. Ix shown In Figures 1O9 and 11B lends support
-I. . - %-- °. - . "

to the view that local anodes areas are converted to cathodic areas by

the applied current. As shown by Equation 7, Rf Is equal to the parallel

* combination of RA and RC, the local anode and cathode resistances"

Rf i A 3  (Equation?7)
AR RC
A- C

Sand RC are the result of all Individial anodes, or cathodes, acting in -

parallel. Thus, each Is inversely proportional to the areas acting as anodes "' - -

or cathodes, respectively. As the area actIg -ncdlly Is decreased by S 0

Increasing I, ?A increases greatly, vile Rc decreases only slightly, in "

, line with the concept that the steel surface has a high ratio of cathodic
- .-o- _. __.__ -_.___

to anodic areas in acid solutions. The net result Is an increase In if-

Figure 103 shcws that Rf increases by a factor of three from the Initial -

state to the point uhere IA = 0. Beyond this po-int the surface Is entirely -

i",• cathodic, and P.f is seen to decrease with increasing Ix, presumably because -

previously inacti.-e areas on the surface are thereby brought into play. This 0 6

'- statement is supported by the increase in the interface capacitance Cf-

which occurs at higher values of I~ (See Firgures 103 and 11B).

4.2.6 Too distinct differences appear betmeen the curve3 of Figure 10 .

obtained by means of Polarization Procedure A, and Fig.re I. obtained by

* nmeans of Polarization Procedure B. One is that, In Figure 10A, the potential

I curves are flatter at low values of I.. and break =re suddenly. The other

difference Is the sharpr.ess and sya-etry of the peak In the curve for Rf

In Figure s0- as comp-red to the broader curve screwed to the left In

Figure 1IM. The curves of Figure 10 are beiiEmee to represent soe-what
". -6.
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better data than those of Figure ii, inasmuch as each point In the forr-er

diagrar. -s measured relative to a zero-impressed-current value taken

-i-edlately before the said point. Thus, any off-set of the zero value -

was taken Into account. This was not true of the data shown In igure 11,

.where t.e Lzpressed current was Increased f--= point to point without

retL-.i-n to zero. However, fron a practical point of view, It appears -

that the pcssible errors Introdused by usa of Procedure 3 on the unirnhibited

surface a--* sall In conparison to the effects to be expected from Inhibitors

In the solution, and hen:ce vhen the polarizatLo: .ire Is measured only to %

serve ai the starting point for a study of Inhibitors, Procedure B Is -

r I preferred for the saving of tire It allows.

1-4.2.7 Fig-tros 13 and 14 show the local anode polarization curves corres-

ponding to data obtained by Polarization Procedures A and B, respectively,

for t:he unirZhibited surface. Along the X-axis Is plotted the zatio of the

anodic lo:al cell current, (Wa), to Its =axi=nx value, =asi.red when 1. = 0.

j - The ra--nitude of the abclssa Is directly prc-prtional to the average rate

of corr-osicn ever the electrode surface. No ass n-tions need be made

regarding td.e area actually undergoing anodlc reaction. In the absence of " -

""-et-hods to deter-Ine the trie local anode current density, It Is believed

0 that t•z-s method of presenting of local cell polarizatlon curves is the S

.ost ge.•neally useful of several methods appearing in the literature.

4.2.8 As shot, In igure 13, the total polarization of the local anode

* potential under the test conditions is considerable - totalling 150 mi.

as n•as-..ed by Procedure A. Seventy-flve percent of the total occurs over
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only 25% of the range ofI near 1. 0. Thus, unless the entire polarize-

tion curve Is traced, the relatively wide region mier iwhich the potential ________

Is constant can give the mistaken Impression that the anodic reaction Is

* only slightly polarized.

4.2.9 The so-called *open circuit" ancde potential Is s-en to be -0.8Th v.________

vs. SCE. No fundamental significance is 3ttachpd to this vallue, rexcc-pt to *

note that It was =easure,. when I Awas zero and when no dissolved iron was

present In the solution. Szze conzentrationoferisonthrVaza

may persist near the metal surface as an adsorbed layer or as a layer of
solution trapped by the hydrogen gas blanket generated by the cathodic --

polarizing current. The Iron electrode Is essentially irraversible i.n this - -

solution, and so the Nernst EquJation Is of no value In making the analysis.

4.2.10 Axn.zdic Rolerization - Figure 15 shows data o-btained by anodic

polarization of the uninhibited steel electrode under the test conditions.

* ~Thesc curves represent the behavior Inl the region of Ix extendiag frrm near

I ~zero to about 25% of the current requiired to reduce I~ to zero. Originally

CC

far greater than expected, and so the total ch~ange in IC produced was limited *
* by practical considerations of ec-uipoent available and circuit design. The

portion of the polarization curve that was accessible is of considerable-

value, nevertheless, for making ccomparisons with anodlic polarizatien data .-

cobtained when Inhibitors were applied.

4.2.11 If t-he behavior of the surf-ý. toward anodic polarization current were

strictly analogoius to that toward cathodic current, the slope of ti.e, line
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j .for PDL would be close to -efo over the entire reg1or. shown od Figure 15•.n-.tc o

The continuous decrease of shewn In Figere 15B Indicates that cathodic "-

"- - areas are being converted to anodic areas to a certain extent as Iz

J increases. The shift of PDL), and along with It PEý In the cathodic

direction probably results frcm the fact that there Is considerable resist-

anci to the con.erslon process, ar.d hence new anodic areas are not created

In proportion to increasing anodic Lurren-t. Therefore, the true anod-c

current density increases and the true cathodic current density decreases

as anodic impresses current Increases, resulting In a net shift of both

"potentials In the cathodic directlon.

4.2.12 The local cathode polailzation curve for the uninhibited steel

electrode, shown in Figure 17, is quite different in appearance from the
-f - l~cal nnode cure of Fg-ae 13. (Roth curves are shown together in Figure

J.-26 fur wore conventenrt cacariscn). The curvature of the cathodic curve

is note or !'as ccnstant throu°hout Its length, and the slope Is steeper

than that of the anodic branch, co-•-nsurate with the greater total change

"of petential of 0.43 v. as co--apred to 0.15 v. for the total aynode shift..

Note that both urves have nearly thbe sa-e slope during the fIrst 1C% of

the maxim= local cell current, but that from that point on the lecal

cathodic cur-re has a =uch greater slope than the anode curve. .9

4.2.13 The best estimate of the open circuit cathode potential obtainable

fron the extrapolated local cathode curve Is -0.300 v. vs. SCB.~ This Is

the same as that of the standard hydrogen electrode, but probably only by

_.coincidence. The surface is presumably behaving as a hydrogen electrode at

-67
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equilibrium when 1c 0 (In dddition to the highly polarized anodic

activity taking place), and therefore !f the Nernst Equatlcn for this half-

reaction (Equation 18) applies, the observed potential indicat-es that the -

activity of hyArogen gas at

l SE (Equation 1--IH 
log (P2)

the interface was approximately acual to the square of the hydrogen I-- -

activity, or about 109 M. The sweeping effect of moving solution arid

C02 bubbles should maintain the partlal pressure -,f H2 very low, especially

_ 'tiihen IC 0 and no hydrogen is being generated. _ ____

, 4.2.14 The main use to be nade of (.C)iC-O, or (PDC)ic,= In Figure 17, Is as

a reference point fro-m-which to measure the effect of Inhibitors in shifting

the open circuit cathode potential. As described in Section 3.5, the changes

in this value caused by r-nost good irhibitors was of the order of 200 Y., -.d

hence the uncertainty of 50 mv. in (EC)i 0 does not greatly interfere with
C

interpretation of the data.

* 4.2.15 At the cuts*&. of this work, It was hoped that, once the local cell

polarization potential curves had been obtained, they could be resolved

into two c-_ionerts, one electromotive and the other resistive, In

accordance with E(uations I and 2, Section 1.2. Such a resolution would , . 5

depend on being able to measure or estirmate RA and RC at any point.

Un~fartunz-tely, It was not possitle to measure these values separatelyf

S j only their parallel co-bination Rf could be determined.

4.2.16 Sozz Idea of the order of magnitude of the resistance per unit area

of actual anodic area ar of actual cath•dlc area may be derived froM the

I
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respective values of Rf when ir or IA, respectively, are equal to zero.

Thus, from Figure Rf, equals 30 ahms per sqT cm. appzrent at th'e point,

where local anodic activity is stopped and the surface presumably Is acting -.

entirely as a cathode --ith abot the same fraction of the total av- liable

surface being utilized as when IA was not zero. Thus, the approximation

w,,ld be (RC)I"- (:)iA o -.o ohms per apparent sq. cm. Similarly,

-Fig-ure 15A shows that if a-nroache5 2 o!Ln. per dpparent sq. cm. as I

approaches zero. ,-herefore, (!iA)I 2 ohms per apparent

sq. cm. These rust be regarded as degenerate values, considering the special

co•-ditions under which t•hey apptly, Furthernore, because they are resist- 0

ances per unit of areas they cannot be used to calculate the effectivef- values of RA and RC because the respective areas actively engaged In trans-

J • ferrirg Current to the solution were newt knc-n or measurable.

4.2.17 A further coplication In the schez- to resolve polarization curves -.

into ERF a.u resistance terms is introduced by the variation in Rf, and thus

of Rt and R., prcduced by varying the i-pressed current. If RA or Rc were

, I constant ever the entire region of local cell cirrer-t, then certain

izssotions might be made and the straight line that would correspond to

the term P or Right be drawn on the diagrams. As it Is, this method

car. be suggested but cannot be used.

--. 2.13 The curve for PDA appears to be close to that which can be described
by a Tafel-tvpe equation. Using the general form of the equation:

P = D b log iA (Equation 19)

6t- '
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and setting a = -0.88 v. (corresponding to 1A 0) and b *0.50 (calculated

using only the two end-points of the measured potential curve), a curve . -

Indicated by the position of the small crosses in Figure 13 Is obtained. " "

t The two curvcs might be said to coincide within the normal amount of

Svar-ation In potentials measured from one run to another. This would be a

* significant observation were It not for s ral complicating factors. First,

in the Tafel Equation the symbol "i" In the log I term refers to the true o _. 0

current density, and thus if the total current is used as a variable, it

l j* • •must be assumed that the area receiving that current Is con'tant. But

"",� on the mixed electrode being studied hbe-e, several Indications point to

/ • local anode area which decreases with IA In such a manner that the true

anodic current density is relatively constant. If such is actually the

"* case, and Equation 19 does in fact apply, then only a small change In the

local anodic potential should have occurred as IA was reduced. It Is , O

apparent that too many unieasured variables are operating during polarization

l by impressed cathodic current to permlt a detailed analysis of the behavior.

4 The same remark app!ies als3 to polarization occurring during application of

anodic current. Therefore, as stated previously, the primary usefulness of

tht: local cell polarization curves to the present study is as a qualitative

co.mparison by which the effect of inhibitors may be judged.

4.3 Anelysis of Zero-i.pressed-Current Potential Data for inhibited Surfaces

_ • 4.3.1 As shown in Table V, all inhibitors produced a displacement of the

zero-impressed-current potential toward the cathodic (less neg'.tive)

direction. Examination of Figures 22 to 25 in conjunction with Figure 25 7

shows th.t all inhibitors tested moved the opren-circuit potential of local

anodes in the cathodic direction by at least 100 =-,r. and soe.e moved It

II
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over 200 mv. In additio-n, the e~4ibl-rium eixed potential In the presence

* of Inhibitors was In every case at least 60 av. more cathodic than the

* ~open-circv±it anode potentlal. Th~,the sum ct these tw3 displacements

was greater than 163 Lvv., which plzeed t-he Irtkibited mixed potentials at --

mcre cathodic values than the ir.zitzbled zixed potentials. In nost cases

even the oppen-circolt local arnode -ctential of the 1r-hibited surface was

f more cathodIc than the pcl1arized 3tixei poten~tlal of the =nInhibited surface.

See, for exazple, Figures 23, 24, ar'd Z.

* 14.3.2 The total dlsplarezent --f --xed potential fcr each of the six I'H-bitor

x izs tab~ulated in T a.1e V Is given In Table V11.

ZS- I~ ~ X- -- SZ ;RC-- Y1= LS Sil MT F.;rZL TAMBLE V

Aly 1--idazoline -1C2

Al-!Imidazllrine plus Cil 107

1iaraD-erivative 92

* Asl~ the orqanj:c &ei als vee larger p-otezntial changes than did the

Inorganic chemicals at the paý~a zcne:cZra tzcs Indlicated In Table V.

- Ncwever, potential dislacne t ase w~th inz-reasir~g concentraticin of

inalcases, so that t-he relative order of displacements was
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sov*vwtat different depending on the concentration In the solution at the

time the potential was measured. For example, one run Involving, sodium

I arsenite at 70 ppm gave a shift of over 100 mir. at 99.5% Inhibitton.

4.3.3 The pslential appeared to be more sensitive to the concentiation of

jInhibitor In the solutlon than to the de:ree of film form-ation indicated
* j by the corrosion rate. As described In Section 3.5.8.2 for sodium arsenite,

the potential began to change irr~ediately aftdr starting to Inject the

1 inhibitor, even through the corrosion rate often required 15 to 30 minutes

4 ~to begin to chan~ge. This effect occurred In reverse after a constant

j Inhibited state had been reached. As soon as the supply of inhibitor was

J c-st off, the potential began to =.ve toward more anodic values, and yet the

I corrosion rate rcemained constant for some tire.

4.3.4 Two experiments were carried out to examaine this phý.,=menon further. 0

in one, the systez was inhibited with sodium arsenite, and after a constant

inhibited potential had been measured, the Inhibitor was shut off and the

6~ lcow of solution was al lowed to continue fcr 16 hours. At the end of that

time, the percent inhibition had decreaced only from 98 to 82%, but the

potential was actually more anc-di. than it was before the Inhibitor had been

injected. The other experiment irvolved the oil solution of the alkyl-

imi1dazollne salt. The system was first inhibited 98%, maintained there by

continuous injection for !our br-urs, then allowed to go for sixteen hours *..-

I witlout inhibitor. Inhibition was still at 97% at the end of this timae, -

Indicating good persistency of the adsorbed film. The potential had returned A

I to within 20 --v. oi its o~riglnal uninhibited value, neverthieless. It Is

-apparent from these results that no correlation between the magnitude of the

potaential shift and the eifectiveness of an inhibitor Is to be expected.
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4.4 Effe--t ef Inh~ibitor-, on Irterface Resistance and Capacitanco

4.4.1 It is of Interest to ccrT-re the chance In the interface resistance-

b-e

- and in the Interface capazItanze produ&ced by each irhibiter, with the

corresrcndin4!rg change in corrosion rate. :able VIII gives the piprc-'t

charge in conduictance (i15f). capacitance sC) nd in corrosicn rate for

the d*, sh"c'n in Table Vs

-. -.? 7RFACZ V.UCA -EAD CA:PACITkVM DATA0

% DEIMEEASE D=ýRZS % D=-C;ZEA=E IN

-, fl Cf MXERO-SION RATE

S&3:., Chrcmate -12 718 85

*-S-,di=z Ferrocianide, 84 31 95

Sodiu= Arsenite 9 6 79 9

Alkyl 1Ini-daýzoline iia 44 93--

A :1'c dazoline Plus Oil 89 74 38

Thiourea Derivative ý1O 64 95

4-- Rf is a -!-asure of RA and in parallel, i~ereas R. and PC~ are in

sent-. in t)..e path of loca! cell ccrcsion current. If RA and. R C..re bothI increase4 by m1 e ae factor by the action of a;- inh.ibitor, then Rf would

Inrease by this s--e factor andI ch-anges in R.: wz~dccrrectly indicate-

1 
4

char.:ens in ~A* P. zw ribitor.r !f an neist has ar jneqal effect on

-and rr e . an lhange in an rr r e.--abe I ager. It is regrettable

"that no oetld was fi d to easI-:, e .3. and R,- se i crarely on the "ix.ed

6 el--ctrode.
---- -- ----- r3
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4.4.3 Wo direct correlation is to be expected between either otf Or the

su= of R and R.c and the corrosio.t rate, Inaswtcm as the local cell current
1A

- ] is a function both of local half-cell resistance and local hailf-cell EMFs-

.• as shcwn in Equation 5, Section 1.4. A study of Table !X reveals Vlat

changes in the EllF relatlohship: produced by inhibitors were considerable,

and appeared to have an effect on the corrosion rate that was comparable to

iN -"* that of the cell resistances. -__I "
4.4.4 The figures for inte;-face capacitance are listed in Table VIII as a

ratter of interest. The interpri-ation of the capacitive reactance of an

electrode inteiface Is still on open question. Simcns (Ref. 14) contends 0 0 0

that no true capacitance exists, ani instead only an apparent capacitive

.f...t exists Lecause changes of potential lag behind changes In current

a:ross the interface. On the other hand most workers in the field of "_"-_-_

thydro-gen overvoltage talk aboutu an electrical double layer across which

electrical charge ca- be transferred raplidly. It is not the purpose of the

preseat uork to attez-vt to resolve these fundamental ratters. The capacitance,

( : apparent or otherwise, was neasu-ed to indicate the decree to which the 0 0 _i

layer of charged molecules orgc'.naily adsorbed on the steel had been

displazed by each inhibitor. Fron the data of Table VIII there appears .o be

only .a rcug. q-alitative ccrrelateion between the decrease of Cc and the

decrease in local cell corrosicn..

. - 4.".5 Tabe 7111 shows thot zhe i.idazoline injected fron an alcohol solution

into the brine in th:e absence of oil produced a 90M increase In filn

reslst..nce and a 93% r.ductimn In corrosion. Sirm.ns (Ref. 14) reprrted •
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that certain water soluble Inhibitors. presu__ably aIne salts, give

essentially no increase in Ofiln resistances in his tests. It is possible

that he did not take into account the slow rate of adsorption of this class

of conpounds at low concentrations, and thus did not wait long enough for

the adsorbed layer to be established. Simrons did find a strong effect

"of oil solutions of amine irnhibitors, and thus concluded that there ±might

be a fundanental differe.:e between the -_¢echanism of inhibition depending

on ihether oil was present or absent. The results of the present work

shcw, hcuever, that the a-ines are strongly adsorbed frc•- both water and oil

solutions, and that the role of oil is probably one of adherence to the

-tails* of the adsorbed =lecules in such a nanner as to further; increase

Sithe resistance of the film to penetration by water, hydronuiu ions. ferrets

ions, and other species involved in the corrosion reaction.

4.5 Local Cell Poizri:-tiov D.acra=s fcr Inhibitors

= 4.5.1 Ccz--ariscn of the fzur local cell polarization diagrams of Figures 22

= - throuOh 25 with eazh other sh.ws that the observed polarization behavior

was very z2-ch the sa--e re•ardless of the inhibitor used. Because of this

0 si=ilarity, the diffirer. irhibltors =ill be discussed together under headings

that refer to tht_ behav--or of the inhibitors as a group.

4.5.2 Pooten-irc-iz Pote-tt.als. Table IX gives a cc-pilation potential deta

*_ for the four inhibitors f•-r which r-=-lete local cell data is available. The -'-

l "values s.o.n for (E-) are probably "all o-re cathodic (less negative) than -

valessmA 0 -

they should be, due to the effect of cathodic polarizing current in increas-

.i.g the adsorption of inhibitors during the experirental procedure. For

sodiu= ferrocyanide, the effect =3y be due to precipitation of unsoluble _

0 .~75* -.. I -.--- *
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-63 -72 -52t -- 50t 8

LcCA~~53 CtL -495~!A 16-3 to 190II1R

imdazoln eroynd -615 -73 o-1 -0 o-1510tm0

Sodira rsente 6s2 722-5572 to -542 150 to 150

Thiourea Derivative -632 -692 57t-3230o10
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Iron compounds closer to ti-e metal sur ace of anode areas made pc~sslibe by

decrea..ing anodic curzent. F'or sodium arsenite, the cLeinic-al ~crttq;n

action of cathodic current could cause an accelerated dep.ositi. n L.. .rs.nic . ..

in close proximity to local anodes, tending to choke then off =,--e than

was the case before the polarizing current was applied. For the crgaic

compounds, which presumably act primdrfiiy by phys~cal ~"7~

chemical change, increased adsorption at anodic areas could result from

fthe increased rate of transport cf posit ive ions to the su-rface =Zer the

applied potential gradient, such positive ions including those f icrnzatian

of 3=ir:s 4dr oxo-nium corzpounds in the acid solution. %o definite fi~.te

can be placed on the magnitude of the error introduced by thIs pec 1

but it probably is less than 50 =i.. in all cases. Na similar statement may

be made fox the values of (Ec because no stable meas--re=en-ts ==~ib

*made, as described prer-izusly- The values sh-own have alre=dy teen 'c-rrec-Ted-

for the fact that the protective film was partially de~strcyed L1y t:-e snzdic

current.

4.5.3 Recall that the values fcr (Edo and (Ed ) on the uni.nh!b-te-j surface

were -890 and -300 =r. reszect-.,aiy. Thus, the open circuit, Izcce anade

pot-entiels were shifted in the cathoddic direction by s--ethi,= tetweenl

100 and 200 =.r. by the inhibitors examIned. Likzewise, the c~r =A t

cathode potentials were shif ted anywh~ere between 2W0 and 3-) r. in th!e

ano--dic direction. The fact that any shift in Open-CirLUit Pc2te-ltialS

* ccrurred at all is of considerable interest, inas~jcb as there a;:;ears to be

cc~one tendency to draw local cell polarization diagrams for I .icsin

such a way that no change in opcn-circuit potentials is shcwn. &---

diagra-ms are, of course, very often drawn wxith little if 3-1y ex='erimental

data to support the--
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4.5.4 There Is some Justification for the assz~tlon that the Open -

circuit po-tentials of local cells remain roughly constant In the presence.-

of an in!hibitor durin~g the early stages of f ilm formation. Tht: viewpoint

= ay be taken thzt Vhe fo-nation of an -adsorbed inhibitor f ilm serves to

* inactivate that portion of the surface on which the film Is adsorbed,

but leaves the rezaining area the same as before. In other words, the . - -

electrc-d.e area is reduced but not otherwise altered, Thus, as long as_______

the electrzchemical properties of the remaining areas are the same as -0- .

b efole. the correspcnading open circuit potentials woulid presumably remain

-unchanced. Ho^wev.er, as film coverage be:z aes =re and more cormplete, the

* I netal is exposed to the solution only throuqgh s=alIl pores. Urkder these

- circu-stances, the cencentration of ions affecting the electrodSe potentla -

- of different arels, ceases to bear any direct relation 'to t-he concentrations,

in the bulk of the solutisr. Products of ti-e corrosion reactions such as

* t~~errL-as ion and hydrogen gas are trepped in t"Ie pores; thus, the open 0 ____

2 circuit potential of local anodes becc-ms =ore cathodic and t~hat of the

- I local catn:,%-;es becomeas zare anodic.

1 4.5-5 !1t ;-ay be seen from Table IX that the difference between the open0

*circuit ;-ctentials ef local anodes and- cathodes var;ied between 130 and 2-00

* I nilivoits for all inhibitors tested. This n-av be compared to the open

circult potential difference of 560 cilivolts for the i-nia~hibited surface.--

Thus, t;he 1ai-ibitors reduiced the open circult poltential difference upon - . .

the su-rface to abou-t 1j3 ofa its orliginal -vali.e. Cz-nse-,uently, a co--res-

* pandi-a re-duc Lion in the local cell corrosiz-i rate nay be accounted for

withaoAt any increase in the sloe .; tie local an-.de aH- local cathode0 0

7* co1-3r.13tizn curves. 'ocwev.er, the rezalndtr of the observed inhibitor

* effez~tive-ess was accou-nted fcr by an increase of the slope of these cuorves.

ins 7h afect is discussed below.

7S
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4.6 Polarization Resistance

4.6.1 All local cell polarization curves appear to be curved to some exte-"-

Thus, it Is not meanlngful to refer to any one of these as having a single -

- -" " slope. However, for the purpose of analysis each curve =ay be assigned

an *average polarization resistanre* which Is defined as the total change

of iocal half-cell potential fr=- one end of the curve to the other, divided

by the r-axi=-= local cell current associated with that vJrve. This concept

of average pnlarization resistance has utility in connection with local

cell curves because only the end points of these curies have practical

0= significance In the interpretation of Inhibitor behavior.

"4.6.2 Table X shc--fs the values of the averace polarizatior. resistance f=

the anode and cathode branches of local cell polarization diagra=s for

the uninhibited electrode and the electrode inhibited with The four 1nhibit=_s

"for which local cell diagrams are presented in Figures 22 thrcugh 25.

.1 TABLE X

AVERA'-3F FULAMRIZATION' RZESI STAN=E -(APR) PC. Z-!BM_

RZ4l!IB1Thq (ohnms/cm2 ) (Ohris/cn2)

N~one 150 400

Sodium Ferrecyanide 1000 1000

Sodium Arsenite 280 4000

*Subst. Imidazoline 1500 20CO

Thic,urea Derivative 1500 3000

1___ _ 79
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Note first of zil thjtt the pelarizaticn resistance calculated for

Unniie local wN~des isrmegly 131- tim~es the interface resistance

* I of anode areas estir~rt.d as dist-.ssed !-- S.ection 4.2.16. The -

polarization re.,istanze s4onfor itc.al cathodes Is roughly ten times the -

interface reslsanze frcthcxies esti--atedW from altern~ating cirrent

measurements. Th..,s, If Vhe val..;es etnedby alternating current

neassr'entare as. to be essen-:1ialy correct fer thle tz%-.e recsistive

componert of the t::al pca~ia:-aticn, !I- is apparent that this cccp=nent

* cortributes su-zh a sm:al affect to tt'e tvtal chance in potential that it.-

maciy be neglected e =. zCh err-- S

* 4.6.3 P3arizatiou re-slstanze fr'c res sc--:c- for inhibited surfaces are -

also of the crd cf- or r-cre tie--s =reater than interface resistar.-es;

* found on inhýibite-J szz::aces. F=ner z it appears that the purely 0 0

resistive ccc=one-. c,- tc-i;c-al ai accounts fcr only lCX of the

observ~ed change in ce-t3.ev-entc: the resistive ~cz-etincrea~se

* 1 ccnsiderabiy In t!-ýe =z=es,-.ze corsr- ef~-.z-ti.Ve IM11ibtar. .

4.6.4 Thbe variat:z In pciarizaticn r=eslstaace resulting z:,= the action -:

of oth-e fo-zr inii t~ este- was =-ch eater than the vaziatico observed

in 'th-e open circuit l.zcal cell p~~a~ roduced by these lnhlbitcrs. .- *

Thus, the nain sz:t- -.:f difiference ut inhibitors was found In the

avJerage poeic rz esistanze. 7-ese differences sh-w -clearly in

Figire 21 -x%3ere ea-:;h of tl-=e dia-az-s Is dra-ft to the saxcoroec current

* scale. Althvouz tlhese dii ferenzes. in rc:arizaticn resistanze are interestina,

they probaeolIy s;h=-J-:rz -e isec toL dcn-cclusiocns abzut I.asi: d~Iferences,

in the inii::fiu e t -z ~rclv to ne*asur.e~e-ts =ad-e at the

A j S S S



same degree of inhibition. In clarification of this point, note fr"m

Figure 21 that sodium ferrocyanide showed the poorest Inhibition and

sodium arsenite the best inhibition; and at the same tim Table X shons

thai sodium ferrocyanide had the lowest polarization resistance on both

anodes and cathcdes, whereas, sodium arsenite had the highest polariza-

tion resistance. Thus, it appears that polarization resistance (as

defined in Section 4.6.1) is more a function of the degree to which film - "

formation by an inhibitor Is co=pleted than it is of the type of inhibitor

Involved. Unfortunately, the exact amount of residual cmrroslon was

difficult to control in the presence of the inhibitors tested. -Itus,

a comparable set of polarization diagrams measured starting from the

sa=e inhibited corrosion current for each of the four ir•ibitors was not

available.

4.6.5 The results discussed above may be interpreted in terms of a

mechanism of corrosion inhibition which involves adsorption of a protective

layer to an approximately equal extent on beth local anodes and local

cathodes of the mixed corrLdino electrode. Although the data indicates

*-" a somexhat stronger overall effect un cathodes, polarization resistance

"'.at local anodes was increased =-re than =z: that at cathode areas by

the action of in-hibitors. The fact that the film resistance was responsible

"for such a small fraction of the total observed polarization for these

inhibitors indicates that the pri-ary .ode of action is a plasterin effect

by %hich most of the original active area is inactivated and transference of

-5 ions and molecules Lrcugh resip.al .ores in the protective layer is highly 0

- z--.-.-- ..
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im~peded. The similarity in the polarization diagrams of the four Inhibitors

examined tends tc shcw that the protective layer in each case was ratherj

* inert; that Is. it did not take part In any electrochemical reaction

Itself. Su.ch Inertness was expected for the film depo-Lited by sodium .

j ferrocyanide, the apline arJd the thiourea derivative. For sodium arsenite, ' .c

hoeeIt was thouG~ht that a large area of deposited arsenic might act

as cathode for a few smwLl remaining anode areas, thus promoting a pitting

action -where film formmaU on was not complete. This question appears to

have been answered negatively by the very high value of polarization

resistance determined from the cathodic branch of the local cell diagram

for sodium arsenIte.

4.6.6 Throughout th-s discussion it has been tacitly assumed that the
percentage a:f cerrcsion irhibition was a direct measure of the percent of

the surface covered by the protective film. As a matter of fact, however,

4 no such correlation was established. Ai the outset of this work, it was

hoped that the interface capacitance might prove to be some measure of _______

the electrochemically active area on the metal surface. Sim~ons (Ref. 14)

isy osr: Z' 116oi' U14 tat z,.-ticn tof inhibitor films causes a very

large r-ecrease in the interface capacitance as right be e~rrected from the. . . .

Idisplacement of the electrochemical double layer along with the water -

adsorbed at the me-tal surface. As has been pointed out in Section 4.4,

Table Vill shows that there was very little correlati--ý betw~een the decrease

-- 82
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"in the Interface capacitance and the decrease in corrosion rate for the

various inhibitors tested. Whet;.ar the measured value of the interface

capacitance was not proportional to the residual active areas, or

whether the corrosion current was not proportional to the residu3l areas is

not known. Thus, little directly useful information bearing on the true .

current density at local anodes and cathodes In the presence of Inhibitors _ -

was obtained from +this work.

4.6.7 It may be noted that data for the reduced potential, FIL, has been -.

I ___o=itted from all polarization diagrams for inhibitors. This was done -

because the difference between the curve for PDL and that for LP was "

less than 5 my. at any point over the range of Ix that was of interest, and

"this difference was never enough to give the curve for PDL any distinctive

features. As pointed out in Section 1.11, local c'-ll polarization =Iagrams

in this report were constructed from data for PDp and not from data for

"PDy. It is apparent that, for practical purnoses of studying the overall

effects of inhibitors and com.paring one inhibitor with another on steel

electrodes i-.ersed in salt water, the IR drop due to flow of pol3rizing f

"1 current across the interface should be included in the polarized potential .

Therefore, since IR drops through salt water solutions are negligible

con.pared to potential changes at the -etal-solution interlace, good, useable

"potential data may be obtained by direct measurement from a reference

electro-de located at a conver~ient distance from the electrode surface.0 0--- --

•.1-0

"17 - _...._.
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The cp-en circuit potential difference between uninhibited local anodes

and cathodes as Indicated by the polarizatior. curves was 0.5-8 volts at

pH1 4.5. The slope of the local cathode curve was considerably steeper

than that of the local anode curve as a result the equilibr'zu Cixed

potential was only 150 milivolts mcre cathodic than the open circuit anode

potential.

1 5.. Lo-cal cell polarization curves for a nu.:ber of different types of -

i nhibitors were determined.. Passage of polarizing current to or -rc an

0inhibited surface prfoduced- irreversible effects at the interface causing the0

ar:-.z;mt of inhibitor adsorbed to chanae and often obscuring the true potentialI behavior of the electrode. Disturbances were especially severe during anodic

polarization and as a result data for inhibitors obtained =nder these condi-

tions had to be extrapolated to that corresponding to a therceti-cal undisturbed

state before It was plotted on the diagram.

6. Y~ore or less complete diata -mas obtained for four different inhibitors

representing four separate types of inhibitor compounds- These wrere--

- ~(1) scdluza ferrocyanide, (2) sodium arsenite, (3) a high-Lclecullar-Weight -

anIne, and (4) a substituted thiour~ea. The local cell polarization diagrams -

9 c~btalned for the-e four inhibitors were -very similar to esch ot)'er, Indicating __

that the rechanism of Inhibition may be imuch the same for eac-h. This mecha-

nism, appears to irnvlve the inactivation of a large porticn cf the electrode -

area by an inert film along with a deactivation of residu.4 7 not ccve-red by

the protective layer.

1 85
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7. The shapes of all local cell polarlzaticn curves obtained in this work_ _ _ _ _ _

> j were complex and did not lend themselves V% si!-rle analysis ina tersts of

the sum of a resistance term an~d a logarithi- te= representing interface

- resistance and activation polarization respectively. This was not suprising

In view of the evidence obtained to sh~cm that :nc-!ees and cathodes were

I.. ___.. .____ ___ .

converted from one to the other by the affect of polarizing currert and

-that both concentration polarization and diffusion effects were present..

8. A concept called "average polarization resstances was defined as the -

total polarization of local cell potential divid-ed by the caxi~t local cell

- I current. Average polarization for ir-hiAbit~rs ccrrelated best with the

- I- . ".

Seresidual corroesond crnot associathedselvesh. .e nl state---"."--

9. The general method of studying corrcsic an corrosion i_ .ibitors-

c--prising the detersinaticn of quatestaatiee local cell Polarization data,

is potentially very valuable. From a practical standpoint, its use wouldI

oappear to be lim-iteed by the tire and ef frt reqred to obtain meaningful

- data, and by the Instability of the metal sirface toward passage of-

-- zressed current. The experimental difficulties involvey This y ;a-- exsp""cted

"to vary w tidely depending on the particular -et and corros des e syster

inv-ehied._____ ___

- - -o -- -- - - --
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APPENDIX A

ADervO•ation -2f the Relationship Between the Direct

MLixed Potential PDp and the Reduced Potential PD-

"According to Equations 3 znd 4 (Sections 1.3 and 1.4), PDp and PD are
L

deilned as.

P * E RA (Eqruation A-1)

F j= Ea iLRA (Equation A-2)

When no irpresse3 current is flowing to or fron the electrode surface, 1A =i

aru so FýP= PDL. When an impressed curreit Ix is flowing, IA will be greaterX. A

cr less than iL depending on whether the i-m-pressed current is anodic or cathodic.--

*h eersring to the equivalent circuit of FiTure 1, it is assumed that Ix will be

distributed according to Kerchoff's Laws. Thus the fraction flowing in RA

is Cgiven by
(I~~~ 1°o .( 3

*herefore (

iA=IL_(Ix)A =iL Ix RC (Equation A-4)

Si:bstituting Ecrqation A-4 for I In Equation A-Is

0 L X! Ix . ni RA

"" BA A 1•• Ix RA (Equation A-5)A

87: I -°_____________._____________



Noin tha th exrsso In--.- paenhee Is th parlle sm of5- . -S---~

RCtin thatche Isbexpression eqna ptrethese Interae aressanel s f, there

resultsIPDp A ILRA !x* (Equation A-6)IE
Comparlson of Equation A-6 with Ecj-.ation A-2 shows that

-. I P PDL f I,Rf (Equiation A-7)

which is given as Equation 6 in the text (Section 1.6).
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Ar'PENDI1X 8

A.nalysis of ElIectrode Potential Behavior as Effected j

By atnges in Polarizing Qirrent

Eq-a-tion 11. -Seeztinn 1- expresses the overall potential difference

zeasured b-etsteer. an electro-de and a reference poin~t in tne solution (See

Fhzure 1) as*

FD PD3  !1~ Z 1 Rs =D :1 1 I(Rf R) (Ecuation 31

jif pzDL is to be dter :ed. it is nece sry to eliminate the effect of

& Iresistances Rz z7ý2 Rsy A bridge circuit (e.g., the Pears=-% Bridge) nay be

usedi to acconr-llsh this =r or less aujtc--a-tically, providedB is constant

with respect tz chnes in I. used to adj-st the bridce balance. In this

c-ase, the change In p rodcked by a sziall change in IX ray be expiessed as2

iA-'D ,i j =i2)~ A, X (R R S) Aix t-:Tuation B-2)

The zssu-pti:.n is s;-er that is small ccn.-ared- to R. + R. . When
dl~ f

%;.s Is done, the errcr signal obtainable "rem the bridge circuii becomes

z=:pzrtior.~l to the 4-:-!He-e.e between P.1 + R. and the setting of one or

=ore arns cf te tr so that, at null, the contribi.tion. -:f the resist.ve

tern of Ezriaticn I- Is cancelled o ut, leaving PDL.

6 XE -6 is nzt =:!h s-SIer than Rf + R s , then the balance Point of a

~rdewill not ;zzu~tey reflect the purely resistive cor-e,ýents of the



= - - . - ~* .. ,. ,. A . - . r-rJ2 -- C )j.f; - -

cell. For steel In contact with brines, .- was eiuch larger than Rf
* d11

R s except wthere Ix<lr so that chances In 1.could not be used

-successfully to separate the terms of Eq.uation B-1. In such circumstzinces

itis possible to proceed by neglect~r.g the IR drops, as they will bee &~-.all

wh~en conpared to changes In PDL However, this does not solv.e the problem

of me-asurino R1 Itself. *

Anath~er sour ce of interferance that may be introduced by a change of

polriin curet 1)arises when Rf zhances with Ix. If both PDL;nd

0 ~Rf are considered functiens of I~ then the differentlal of Equation 3R-10 0

1 beccrzes:

-1, 1 AI d(R 4 Rd~ ~ (Equation 3-3)

The second tern of Equation B-3 is seimn to contain Ix as a factor, and

h .~us increases pro-ortlonai to I . Thus Rfe and Rsare relatively low,%* herir effect o-. APjay be coqpletely masked by the effect of a change

in Rf.

I - . -9
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